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A B S T R A C T
Background
Simultaneous bilateral training, the completion of identical activities with both arms simultaneously, is one intervention to improve
arm function and reduce impairment.
Objectives
To determine the effects of simultaneous bilateral training for improving arm function after stroke.
Search methods
We searched the Cochrane Stroke Trials Register (last searched August 2009) and 10 electronic bibliographic databases including the
Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials (CENTRAL) (The Cochrane Library Issue 3, 2009), MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL
and AMED (August 2009). We also searched reference lists and trials registers.
Selection criteria
Randomised trials in adults after stroke, where the intervention was simultaneous bilateral training compared to placebo or no inter-
vention, usual care or other upper limb (arm) interventions. Primary outcomes were performance in activities of daily living (ADL)
and functional movement of the upper limb. Secondary outcomes were performance in extended activities of daily living and motor
impairment of the arm.
Data collection and analysis
Two authors independently screened abstracts, extracted data and appraised trials. Assessment of methodological quality was undertaken
for allocation concealment, blinding of outcome assessor, intention-to-treat, baseline similarity and loss to follow up.
Main results
We included 18 studies involving 549 relevant participants, of which 14 (421 participants) were included in the analysis (one within
both comparisons). Four of the 14 studies compared the effects of bilateral training with usual care. Primary outcomes: results were
not statistically significant for performance in ADL (standardised mean difference (SMD) 0.25, 95% confidence interval (CI) -0.14 to
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0.63); functional movement of the arm (SMD -0.07, 95% CI -0.42 to 0.28) or hand (SMD -0.04, 95% CI -0.50 to 0.42). Secondary
outcomes: no statistically significant results. Eleven of the 14 studies compared the effects of bilateral training with other specific upper
limb (arm) interventions. Primary outcomes: no statistically significant results for performance of ADL (SMD -0.25, 95% CI -0.57 to
0.08); functional movement of the arm (SMD -0.20, 95% CI -0.49 to 0.09) or hand (SMD -0.21, 95% CI -0.51 to 0.09). Secondary
outcomes: one study reported a statistically significant result in favour of another upper limb intervention for performance in extended
ADL. No statistically significant differences were found for motor impairment outcomes.
Authors’ conclusions
There is insufficient good quality evidence to make recommendations about the relative effect of simultaneous bilateral training
compared to placebo, no intervention or usual care. We identified evidence that suggests that bilateral training may be no more (or
less) effective than usual care or other upper limb interventions for performance in ADL, functional movement of the upper limb or
motor impairment outcomes.
P L A I N L A N G U A G E S U M M A R Y
Simultaneous bilateral training for improving arm function after stroke
After a stroke, arm problems are common and their recovery is often limited. This review of 18 studies with 549 relevant participants
looked at whether performing identical activities with both arms at the same time (simultaneous bilateral training) could improve
performance in daily (or extended daily) activities, movement of the arm and/or reduce arm impairments. In comparison with usual
care, bilateral training had no effect on performance in activities of daily living, functional movement of the arm or hand, performance
in extended activities of daily living or motor impairment outcomes. In comparison with other arm interventions, bilateral training
had no effect on performance in activities of daily living, functional movement of the arm or hand or motor impairment outcomes.
One study found that people who undertook bilateral training showed less improvement in performance in extended activities of daily
living than people doing another arm intervention. The evidence in this area is limited. Further research is needed to determine the
effects of bilateral training.
B A C K G R O U N D
Stroke is the main cause of permanent and complex long-term
disability in adults and has implications for patients, caregivers,
health professionals and society in general (Feigin 2003; Kwon
2004; Langhorne 2003; van der Lee 1999). At present there is
no routinely available curative treatment for stroke patients and
therefore rehabilitation interventions are relied upon to maximise
patient outcomes (Langhorne 2003).
Upper limb (arm) hemiparesis is widely reported in the litera-
ture as one of the primary impairments following stroke (Johnson
2001; Page 2002; van der Lee 2001).While many patients recover
ambulatory function after dense hemiplegia, restoration of arm
motor skills is often incomplete (Johnson 2001; Page 2001). It has
been reported that the paretic arm remains without function in be-
tween 30% (Heller 1987) to 66% (Sunderland 1989;Wade 1983)
of hemiplegic stroke patients, when measured six months post-
stroke. Furthermore, only 5% (Heller 1987) to 20% (Nakayama
1995) of individuals achieve complete functional recovery. Never-
theless, return of voluntary arm movements is one of the most im-
portant goals during stroke rehabilitation in order to avoid long-
term disability in activities of daily living (ADL), social and occu-
pational activities, and depression (Broeks 1999).
The aim of rehabilitation is to reduce impairment and minimise
disability (Page 2001) and a number of interventions to achieve
these aims and improve arm function after stroke have been sug-
gested (Barreca 2003; van der Lee 2001). The effectiveness of
some of these interventions has been, or is in the process of being
reviewed within other Cochrane systematic reviews: electromyo-
graphic (EMG) biofeedback (Woodford 2004), electrostimula-
tion (Pomeroy 2006), electromechanical and robotic-assisted arm
training (Merholz 2008), constraint-induced movement therapy
(Sirtori 2003) and repetitive task training (French 2006). How-
ever, rigorous systematic evaluation is still required to investigate
the effectiveness of simultaneous bilateral training.
Simultaneous bilateral training involves the execution of identi-
cal activities with both arms simultaneously but independently
(Mudie 2000). Beneficial effects of bilateral training are assumed
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to arise from an interlimb coupling effect, in which movement of
the non-paretic arm facilitates movements in the impaired limb
(Kelso 1979; Morris 2008; Swinnen 2002). Cauraugh 2008 and
Stinear 2008 further suggest that bilateral practice of synchronous
movements with the paretic and non-paretic limbs allows activa-
tion of the intact hemisphere to facilitate activation of the dam-
aged hemisphere through enhanced interhemispheric inhibition.
Bilateral training is often combined with other interventions, such
as electrostimulation or assistive technology, to assist the affected
arm to undertake the simultaneous movements.
Two reviews (Cauraugh 2005; Stewart 2006) report favourable ef-
fects of bilateral training. These reviews, however, included studies
other than randomised controlled trials (RCTs) and both acknowl-
edge that there are inconsistent findings across bilateral movement
studies. A further,more recent narrative review of bilateral training
(McCombe Waller 2008) acknowledges that bilateral studies have
not shown improvements in all patients and that bilateral training
has not been shown to be more beneficial than other training ap-
proaches. However this review was not systematic and included a
range of study designs, including single case studies. We therefore
sought to undertake a complete, up-to-date, systematic review of
randomised controlled trials to determine the effects of bilateral
training compared to no treatment, placebo or other interventions
for improving arm function after stroke.
O B J E C T I V E S
To determine the effects of simultaneous bilateral training for im-
proving arm function after stroke compared with:
1. placebo or no intervention;
2. usual care;
3. other specific upper limb (arm) interventions or
programmes.
M E T H O D S
Criteria for considering studies for this review
Types of studies
We included controlled trials where participants had been ran-
domly assigned (that is, each participant had an equal chance
of being allocated a particular treatment as another participant).
Random allocation could have been completed by having com-
puter-generated random numbers, or using sequentially-num-
bered opaque sealed envelopes.We only included the first phase of
cross-over studies to exclude any carry-over or learning effects. We
excluded quasi-randomised trials from this review. We included
trials with or without blinding of participants, treating therapist(s)
and assessor(s). One of the intervention groups must have in-
cluded simultaneous bilateral training (see definition in Types of
interventions) and another group either a no-treatment group, a
placebo group, usual (’conventional’ or ’traditional’) care, or an-
other specific upper limb (arm) intervention or programme.
Types of participants
We included trials of participants with a clinical diagnosis of stroke
- ’a syndrome of rapidly developing symptoms and signs of focal,
and at times, global, loss of cerebral function lasting more than
24 hours or leading to death, with no apparent cause other than
that of vascular origin’ (WHO 1989) - regardless of time since
onset, initial arm impairment, ability to follow instructions, co-
morbidities, previous strokes or location of stroke. We included
studies that enrolled participants with other neurological disorders
if more than 75% of participants were stroke patients.
Types of interventions
The included studies had to include simultaneous bilateral train-
ing. The definition of simultaneous bilateral training used was;
’when a motor activity is completed at the same time by both up-
per limbs independently’ (Mudie 2000). We excluded trials that
investigated simultaneous bilateral training in conjunction with
another intervention (e.g. assistive technology such as machine, a
robot or electrical stimulation) and compared to a control group,
for example simultaneous bilateral training and electrical stimu-
lation compared to a control group. This was to ensure that the
treatment effect under investigation was bilateral training. How-
ever, we did include studies where assistive technology was given
to both an intervention (bilateral training) and control (unilat-
eral training) group, as in these cases it is the bilateral component
of the training which is the active treatment under investigation,
and not the assistive technology. Similarly, we also included tri-
als which investigated bilateral training completed using assistive
technology which was compared with a control intervention, also
completed using assistive technology.
We included any duration or intensity of programme.
For studies comparing simultaneous bilateral training with ’usual
care’, we accepted any control intervention which was considered
by the original trial authors to be a normal or usual component
of stroke rehabilitation. We documented the description of ’usual
care’, where this was provided by the authors.
Types of outcome measures
The primary or initial aim of many upper limb interventions (in-
cluding bilateral training) is often to improve functional move-
ment and reduce impairment. However, it is debatable howmean-
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ingful these aspects are to individual patients. A more important
goal for patients is likely to be to improve their ability to partic-
ipate in and achieve independence with activities of daily living.
Additionally, this is the over-arching aim of most rehabilitation
interventions. Since the keymotivation of this review is to improve
patient care and ensure meaningful outcomes, we therefore felt it
was it appropriate to have two primary outcomes of interest: (1)
performance in activities of daily living, and (2) functional move-
ment of the upper limb.
We anticipated that the studies would use and report a large va-
riety of different outcome measures relevant to the primary and
secondary outcomes of this review. Therefore, for each outcome of
interest (primary and secondary) we attempted to identify and list
all the common, specific measurement tools or scales that could
be included. If we identified a study which reported more than
onemeasurement tool or scale which addressed the same outcome,
we used the scale listed earliest in our lists. If a study did not use
any of the measures in the list, but measured the outcome using a
different measurement tool or scale we included and documented
this. These hierarchical lists are given below.
Primary outcomes
1. Performance in activities of daily living (ADL) (including
feeding, dressing, bathing, toileting, simple mobility and
transfers). Common outcome measures: global measures of
activities of daily living, such as the Barthel ADL Index
(Mahoney 1965), Rivermead ADL assessment (Whiting 1980),
Rivermead Motor Ability scale (Collen 1991), Rankin Scale
(Bonita 1988), Functional Independence Measure (FIM) (Keith
1987), Katz Index of Activities of Daily Living (Katz 1970), and
Rehabilitation Activities Profile (Van Bennekom 1995).
2. Functional movement of the upper limb (such as measures
of active movement, co-ordination, dexterity, manipulation,
grasp/grip/pinch). Common outcome measures: Action Research
Arm Test (Lyle 1981), Motor Assessment Scale - upper arm
function or combined arm score (Carr 1985), Frenchay Arm Test
(Heller 1987), Wolf Motor Function Test (Wolf 2001), Upper
Extremity Function Test (Carroll 1967), Functional Test of the
Hemiparetic Upper Extremity (Wilson 1984), Box and Block
Test (Mathiowetz 1985), Upper extremity performance test for
the elderly (TEMPA) (Desrosiers 1993), Chedoke Arm and
Hand Activity Inventory (Barreca 2005), Sodring Motor
Evaluation of Stroke Patients - arm section (Sodring 1995),
University of Maryland Arm Questionnaire for Stroke (Whitall
2000), Motor Activity Log (Taub 1993), Motor Assessment
Scale - hand movement or advanced hand movement scores
(Carr 1985), Jebsen Hand Function Test (Jebsen 1969), Nine
Hole Peg Test (Kellor 1971) and Purdue Peg Test (Tiffin 1948).
Secondary outcomes
1. Performance in extended activities of daily living (including
shopping, household tasks). Common outcome measures:
Nottingham Extended Activities of Daily Living (Nouri 1987),
Rivermead Extended Activities of Daily Living (Rossier 2001),
Frenchay Activities Index (Holbrook 1983).
2. Motor impairment of the arm (measures/scales of upper
limb impairment, muscle strength, muscle tone). Common
outcome measures: Fugl-Meyer Assessment of Sensorimotor
Recovery after Stroke (upper limb section) (Fugl-Meyer 1975),
Motricity Index (Demeurisse 1980), Rivermead Motor
Assessment (arm section) (Lincoln 1979), Motor Club
Assessment (Ashburn 1982), Ashworth Scale (Ashworth 1964)/
Modified Ashworth Scale (Bohannon 1987), MRC scale (MRC
1975), dynamometer scores (including Jamar) (Bohannon
1987), kinematic measures (e.g. movement time, movement
efficiency, movement speed, spatial accuracy, velocity).
Additional outcomes
1. Adverse events (e.g. death, shoulder pain/subluxation).
We used outcomes from the end of the intervention period for
analysis.
Data collected at follow-up points after the end of the intervention
period are important for assessing whether any treatment effects
are sustained. However, for this review the primary aim was to
determine whether bilateral training had any immediate beneficial
treatment effect. If bilateral training is found to have a beneficial
treatment effect we will consider including follow-up data within
a future update of this review.
Search methods for identification of studies
See the ’Specialized register’ section in the Cochrane Stroke Group
module.
We searched the Cochrane Stroke Group Trials Register, which
was last searched by the Managing Editor in August 2009. In ad-
dition, we searched the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled
Trials (CENTRAL) (The Cochrane Library Issue 3, 2009), MED-
LINE (1966 to August 2009 ) (Appendix 1), EMBASE (1980 to
August 2009) (Appendix 2), CINAHL (1982 to August 2009)
(Appendix 3) and AMED (1985 to August 2009) (Appendix
4). We also searched the following occupational therapy and
physiotherapy databases: OTseeker (http://www.otseeker.com/)
(August 2009), Physiotherapy Evidence database (PEDro, http:/
/www.pedro.org.au), Chartered Society of Physiotherapy Re-
search Database (August 2009) and REHABDATA (http://
www.naric.com/research/rehab/default.cfm) (August 2009).
We developed search strategies in consultation with the Cochrane
Stroke Group’s Trials Search Co-ordinator to avoid duplication of
effort.
In an effort to identify further published, unpublished and ongo-
ing trials we:
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1. checked reference lists of all included studies and review
papers;
2. searched ClinicalTrials.gov (http://www.clinicaltrials.gov/)
and the National Research Register Archive (http://
portal.niht.ac.uk/Pages/NRRArchive.aspx) (last searched
February 2009);
3. used Science Citation Index Reference Search to track
relevant papers (last searched February 2009);
4. searched ProQuest Dissertations and Theses (PQDT)
dissertation abstracts (last searched February 2009); and
5. searched Index to Theses - dissertation abstracts (last
searched September 2009).
Data collection and analysis
Identification of relevant trials
One review author (FC) read the titles of the identified references
and eliminated any obviously irrelevant studies. We obtained the
abstracts for the remaining studies and then, based on the inclu-
sion criteria (types of studies, types of participants, aims of in-
terventions and outcome measures), two review authors (FC and
FvW or AP) independently ranked these as ’possibly relevant’ or
’definitely irrelevant’. If both review authors identified a trial as
’definitely irrelevant’ we excluded it at this point, but included
all other trials at this stage. We then held consensus discussions,
with the assistance of additional review authors where appropriate
(FvW, AP and JM), concerning the inclusion of the remaining
studies, based on the abstracts, and excluded further studies. We
then retrieved the full text of the remaining studies, which two au-
thors (FC and FvW or AP) independently reviewed and classified
as ’include’ or ’exclude’. We excluded trials classified as ’exclude’
by both review authors. Where disagreement occurred between
the two review authors, or a decision could not be made, the au-
thors reached consensus through discussion and, where necessary,
sought the opinion of a third review author.
Documentation of methodological quality
Two review authors independently assessed the methodological
quality of the studies using a standard critical appraisal assessment
form. Assessment of the quality of studies focused on potential
areas of bias within the studies, as this has been shown to affect the
estimation of effectiveness of interventions. We considered and
documented, where the information was provided, the following:
1. methods, including method of randomisation;
2. allocation concealment;
3. blinding of outcome assessor;
4. intention-to-treat;
5. baseline similarity;
6. number of patients lost to follow up;
7. other sources of bias.
Consideration of blinding of participants and therapists led to the
conclusion that blinding would not be possible in these types of
trials; consequently we did not document this information.
The two review authors resolved any disagreements through dis-
cussion, involving a third review author if necessary.
Data extraction
Two review authors independently performed the data extraction
using a standard data extraction form.Where the information was
provided in the studies we documented:
1. the trial setting;
2. participant details (including age, gender, type of stroke,
time since stroke);
3. the inclusion and exclusion criteria;
4. the duration and/or intensity of the intervention;
5. a brief description of the bilateral training intervention
(including movement activities completed, number of
repetitions, feedback, goals);
6. the comparison intervention;
7. the outcomes.
Comparisons to be made
1. Simultaneous bilateral training versus placebo or no
intervention.
2. Simultaneous bilateral training versus usual care.
3. Simultaneous bilateral training versus other specific upper
limb interventions or programmes.
Where studies included another intervention as an adjunct to bi-
lateral training, which was also delivered to the control group, we
included these studies in the appropriate comparison groups as
listed above, regardless of the adjunct intervention. For example,
comparisons of (i) robot-assisted simultaneous bilateral training
versus robot-assisted unilateral training or (ii) simultaneous bilat-
eral training plus electrical stimulation versus unilateral training
plus electrical stimulation would both be included in comparison
3 (Simultaneous bilateral training versus other specific upper limb
interventions). We completed a sensitivity analysis to explore the
effect of including studies where the simultaneous bilateral train-
ing was combined with another intervention.
Data analysis
For each comparison we used the study results for performance in
activities of daily living, measures of functional movement, mea-
sures of motor impairment, and adverse effects if documented.We
used the Cochrane Review Manager software, RevMan 5, for all
analyses (RevMan 2008).
We presented all outcome measures analysed as continuous data.
We calculated standardised mean differences (SMD) and 95%
confidence intervals (CI). We determined heterogeneity using the
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I2 statistic (we considered I2 greater than 50% as substantial het-
erogeneity). If I2 was less than or equal to 50% we used a fixed-ef-
fect meta-analysis. If I2 was greater than 50%, we explored the in-
dividual trial characteristics to identify potential sources of hetero-
geneity. We then performed meta-analysis using both fixed-effect
and random-effects modelling to assess sensitivity to the choice of
modelling approach.
We planned to complete subgroup analyses (following the Deeks
method; Deeks 2001) on differences between acute (time at entry
to trials less than three months post-stroke) and chronic (time at
entry to trials equal to or more than three months) patients (at
entry to the trials) and duration and number of repetitions of the
programme (intervention for less than four weeks and interven-
tion equal to or more than four weeks, intervention less than five
days per week or equal to or more than five days per week). We
planned to undertake these subgroup analyses where data permit-
ted (sufficient data were considered to be more than five trials re-
porting the information) and undertaken on the primary outcome
only. We also planned to complete sensitivity analysis based on
methodologicaI quality of studies (i.e. method of randomisation,
concealment of randomisation, blinding of outcome assessor, in-
tention-to-treat analysis).
R E S U L T S
Description of studies
See: Characteristics of included studies; Characteristics of
excluded studies; Characteristics of studies awaiting classification;
Characteristics of ongoing studies.
Results of the search
Our search strategy identified 6809 titles. After elimination of
duplicates and obviously irrelevant studies we were left with 296
’possibly relevant’ abstracts. We obtained these 296 abstracts and
two review authors (FC and FvW or AP) independently assessed
them for inclusion.Where disagreements or uncertainties arose, we
held consensus discussions involving additional authors (FvW, AP
or JM)where required.We assessed 82 abstracts as ’include’ andwe
obtained the full papers for these 82 studies.Of these 82 full papers,
we excluded 61 (see Excluded studies for further details); there
was insufficient information to determine inclusion eligibility for
five papers (referring to four studies) (listed in Characteristics of
studies awaiting classification); leaving 16 studies for inclusion.
In addition, we identified four ongoing trials from searching ad-
ditional databases. Contact with the principal investigator led to
the identification of a relevant publication from one of these trials
(Stoykov 2009). We identified published data relating to a further
ongoing study (Lin 2009b) from a journal online (ahead of print).
We assessed these studies as relevant for inclusion. Thus, we in-
cluded a total of 18 studies in this review.
Contact with authors identified that two of the included studies
(Lin 2009a; Lin 2009b) are still recruiting participants. However,
there are published data available on both these ongoing stud-
ies, and we therefore decided that it was appropriate to include
these preliminary data within this review. Future updates of this
review may therefore need to include new data and information
pertaining to these studies. As we have included preliminary data
from these trials, they are listed as ’included studies’ and are not
included in the Characteristics of ongoing studies table.
Included studies
Eighteen studies (549 randomised stroke participants; 530 partic-
ipants relevant to this review (some stroke participants were ran-
domised to additional groups not relevant to this review)) met
the inclusion criteria for this review (Cauraugh 2002; Cauraugh
2003a; Cauraugh 2005; Cauraugh 2008; Chang 2006; Desrosiers
2005; Dickstein 1993; Harris-Love 2005; Kilbreath 2006; Lin
2009a; Lin 2009b; Luft 2004; Lum 2006; Morris 2008; Mudie
2001: Acute; Platz 2001; Stoykov 2009; Summers 2007). Mudie
2001 reports data divided into two groups - acute and chronic.
These are presented as Mudie 2001: Acute and Mudie 2001:
Chronic.
A brief overview of the studies is presented below. Full descriptions
of the included studies can be found in the Characteristics of
included studies table and in Table 1 (Demographics of included
participants).
Design
Fourteen of the 18 included studies were randomised con-
trolled trials (Cauraugh 2002; Cauraugh 2003a; Cauraugh 2005;
Cauraugh 2008; Desrosiers 2005; Lin 2009a; Lin 2009b; Luft
2004; Lum 2006; Morris 2008; Mudie 2001: Acute; Platz 2001;
Stoykov 2009; Summers 2007). Four of the 18 included studies
(Chang 2006 (20 participants); Dickstein 1993 (25 participants);
Harris-Love 2005 (32 participants); Kilbreath 2006 (13 partici-
pants)) were randomised cross-over design studies with random
allocation to the order of treatment sequence. These studies are
not traditional RCTs in the sense that participants are randomly
allocated to one (or more) groups. Within these studies the par-
ticipants were randomised to different treatment orders. No data
were available for the first phases only, therefore these four studies
are not incorporated in any of the analyses. Despite not being ap-
propriate for incorporation in the data analysis these studies met
the inclusion criteria for this review. Details of these four cross-
over studies are included within the Characteristics of included
studies table, Table 1 (Demographics of included participants) and
Figure 1 (Methodological quality summary). However, in order to
avoid any confusion, these four cross-over studies are not discussed
within the following text.
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Figure 1. Methodological quality summary: review authors’ judgements about each methodological quality
item for each included study.
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All following text descriptions therefore apply to the 14 included
RCTs (421 participants) for which we have extracted and analysed
data.
Comparison groups
Four of the 14 studies included in the analyses compared the effects
of bilateral training with usual care (Desrosiers 2005; Lin 2009a;
Lin 2009b; Luft 2004).
Eleven of the 14 studies included in the analyses (Cauraugh
2002; Cauraugh 2003a; Cauraugh 2005; Cauraugh 2008; Lin
2009a; Lum2006;Morris 2008;Mudie 2001: Acute;Mudie 2001:
Chronic; Platz 2001; Stoykov 2009; Summers 2007) compared the
effects of bilateral training with another upper limb intervention.
All of these studies except Lin 2009a compared bilateral training
to unilateral training, which we classed as another upper limb in-
tervention. Lin 2009a compared bilateral training to constraint-
induced therapy.
Lin 2009a is included in both of these analyses, as it compared
three groups and reports data relevant to bilateral training com-
pared to usual care and bilateral training compared to other upper
limb programme or intervention.
Follow up
All 14 studies assessed participants after intervention completion
and these follow-up data are used in the analysis. Two of the 14
studies (Lum 2002; Morris 2008) additionally completed follow
up after this point (18 weeks and six months respectively), but
these data have not been used in the analyses.
Sample sizes
On average, included studies randomised 30 stroke patients into
their trial prior to attrition. This ranges from just 12 participants
(Summers 2007) to 106 (Morris 2008). All studies except Lin
2009a and Morris 2008 included less than 50 participants.
Setting
Of the 14 included studies, three were carried out in Australia
(Desrosiers 2005; Mudie 2001: Acute; Summers 2007), one in
Germany (Platz 2001), one in the UK (Morris 2008), seven in
the USA (Cauraugh 2002; Cauraugh 2003a; Cauraugh 2005;
Cauraugh 2008; Lum 2006; Luft 2004; Stoykov 2009) and two
in Taiwan (Lin 2009a; Lin 2009b).
Participants
We have provided demographics of included participants in Table
1. Of the randomised participants 39% were female. The lowest
reported mean age was 52.14 years (Lin 2009a) and the highest
mean age was 74.9 years (Mudie 2001: Acute). Across the studies
time since stroke varied from a mean of 22.9 days (Morris 2008)
to a mean of 9.85 years (Stoykov 2009). One study did not re-
port time since stroke (Platz 2001). Side of stroke was reported
in all studies except Stoykov 2009; 257 participants had a left
hemisphere stroke and 267 participants had a right hemisphere
stroke. We were unable to extract information relating to initial
upper limb impairment due to the limited information provided
by some of the studies.
Interventions
The interventions investigated in the included studies varied in
terms of types of bilateral tasks completed, duration of interven-
tions and use of a combination of interventions. We provide de-
tails of the individual interventions, including types of tasks and
durations in the Characteristics of included studies table. Some of
the key differences are summarised below.
The interventions of 12 of the 14 included studies each concen-
trated on one specific upper limb movement or task: four studies
(Cauraugh 2002; Cauraugh 2003a; Cauraugh 2005; Cauraugh
2008) were aimed at wrist/finger extension, and one trial (Mudie
2001: Acute) was specific to isometric contractions of wrist exten-
sion. In one study (Lum 2006) the intervention involved some
form of bilateral reaching, while in one trial (Luft 2004) the in-
tervention involved bilateral pushing and pulling, and in another
trial (Summers 2007) the intervention was a bilateral dowel place-
ment task.
The interventions of six of the 14 included studies involved more
than one upper limb movement or task: Morris 2008, Platz 2001
and Stoykov 2009 completed four, three and six separate bilateral
tasks respectively, and Desrosiers 2005 assessed a package of inter-
ventions, which included bilateral tasks in addition to unilateral
and bimanually different tasks. Lin 2009a investigated simultane-
ous movements during a number of functional tasks in symmetric
or alternating patterns. Lin 2009b focused on simultaneous bilat-
eral completion of functional tasks with symmetric patterns.
Thirteen of the 14 included studies investigated the effect of train-
ing over a training period (rather than single training and evalua-
tion sessions); the training period varied from four days (Cauraugh
2008) to eight weeks (Stoykov 2009). The remainingRCT (Mudie
2001: Acute) did not have a training period as they used one single
training and evaluation session.
Five of the 14 studies provided a further intervention as an adjunct
to treatment in both the bilateral training and control groups.
Four studies (Cauraugh 2002; Cauraugh 2003a; Cauraugh 2005;
Cauraugh 2008) included EMG-triggered neuromuscular stimu-
lation, delivered to both the bilateral training and control group.
One trial (Lum 2006) used a robot to assist movement of the af-
fected limb in both the bilateral training and control (unilateral)
groups.
Luft 2004 evaluated bilateral training in conjunctionwith auditory
cueing; auditory cueing was not provided to the control group.
This study was included as auditory cueing was not assessed by the
authors to be an ’assistive technology’, but to be a mode of delivery
of an intervention. Stoykov 2009 also used rhythmic auditory
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cueing as an adjunct, however, this was not used for completion
of all tasks and was provided to both groups.
Outcome measures
As anticipated, a variety of outcome measures were used by the in-
cluded studies. All of the studies included a measure of motor im-
pairment. It was apparent to us that, due to differences in themea-
sures, it would be inappropriate to combine some of the outcomes
together within analyses. Therefore, following data extraction we
further categorised functional movement of the upper limb into
the following subgroups: (1) arm functional movement, and (2)
hand functional movement, and categorised motor impairment of
the upper limb into the following subgroups: (1) motor impair-
ment scales, (2) temporal outcomes, (3) spatial outcomes and (4)
strength outcomes.
The outcome measures selected from each of the 14 individual
studies included in the analysis, for each outcome category are
detailed below.
Primary outcomes
Performance in activities of daily living (ADL)
Functional Independence Measure (Desrosiers 2005; Lin 2009a;
Lin 2009b; Lum 2006) and Barthel Index (Morris 2008).
Functional movement of the upper limb
1. Arm function: Box and Block Test (Cauraugh 2002;
Cauraugh 2008; Desrosiers 2005), Wolf Motor Function Test
(time to complete) (Luft 2004), Action Research Arm Test
(Morris 2008), Motor Assessment Scale (upper arm score)
(Stoykov 2009; Summers 2007) and Motor Activity Log
(Amount of Use scale) (Lin 2009a;Lin 2009b).
2. Hand function: Purdue Peg Test (Desrosiers 2005), Stroke
Impact Scale (hand function subscale) (Lin 2009a), Nine Hole
Peg Test (Morris 2008) and Motor Assessment Scale (hand
movements) (Stoykov 2009; Summers 2007).
Secondary outcomes
Performance in extended ADL
Stroke Impact scale (ADL/IADL section) (Lin 2009a).
Motor impairment
1. Motor impairment scales: Fugl-Meyer Assessment (upper
limb section) (Desrosiers 2005; Lin 2009a; Lin 2009b; Luft
2004; Lum 2006), Rivermead Motor Assessment (upper limb
section) (Morris 2008) and Motor Status Score (Stoykov 2009).
2. Temporal outcomes: movement time for completion of
various tasks (Cauraugh 2005; Cauraugh 2008; Lin 2009b; Platz
2001; Summers 2007). Cauraugh 2002 reported simple reaction
premotor time. Desrosiers 2005 reported finger to nose co-
ordination (number of movements executed in 20 seconds).
3. Spatial outcomes: normalised total distance (Lin 2009b),
spatial error for single aiming movement (Platz 2001) and elbow
angle (Summers 2007).
4. Strength outcomes: grip strength (Desrosiers 2005), Wolf
Motor Function Test (strength of hemiparetic limb) (Luft 2004),
EMG activity (Cauraugh 2002; Cauraugh 2003a; Mudie 2001:
Acute), maximal muscle contraction task (Cauraugh 2008),
motor power examination (Lum 2006) and dynamometer
(Stoykov 2009).
Excluded studies
We excluded a total of 61 studies following consideration of the
full papers. Reasons for exclusion were: not a simultaneous bilat-
eral training intervention (25 studies), not stroke population (two
studies), review papers (three studies), bilateral training interven-
tion but not a randomised controlled trial (17 studies), bilateral
training intervention completed with assistive technology (seven
studies), no relevant outcomes (one study) and bilateral training
intervention received by both groups (six studies). The studies
within the latter four categories (i.e. those studies which investi-
gate a simultaneous bilateral training intervention, but which have
been excluded from this review) are listed in the Characteristics of
excluded studies table.
Risk of bias in included studies
For full details of methodology and risk of bias assessments see the
Characteristics of included studies table and Figure 1 (Method-
ological quality summary). We judged most of the included stud-
ies to be of poor or uncertain methodological quality and therefore
at high risk of bias. Assessment of risk of bias was difficult due to
the lack of adequate reporting of methods: for 11 of the 14 in-
cluded studies at least one of the assessed components were judged
to be unclear (or were not stated). Only three studies reported
adequate allocation concealment (Desrosiers 2005; Lin 2009a;
Morris 2008). Eight studies reported blinding of outcome asses-
sors (Desrosiers 2005; Lin 2009a; Lin 2009b Luft 2004; Lum
2006; Morris 2008; Stoykov 2009; Summers 2007). No studies
reported the use of intention-to-treat analysis.
Effects of interventions
Comparison intervention
Fourteen studies are included in the analyses (Lin 2009a is in-
cluded in two of the comparisons and Mudie 2001 has two sub-
groups: Mudie 2001: Acute and Mudie 2001: Chronic). Within
these 14 studies, 459 stroke participants were randomised and
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data for 421 participants were available for analysis. The missing
data (38 participants) relate to four studies: Cauraugh 2002 ran-
domised participants to a control group (five participants) which
were not included in the analyses and Lum 2006 randomised par-
ticipants to two other groups (16 participants) which were not
relevant to this review (see the Characteristics of included studies
table for further details). Desrosiers 2005 and Morris 2008 had
eight and nine drop-outs respectively.
Numbers of participants given below relate to the number of par-
ticipants whose data were available for inclusion in each of the
analyses and not the number of randomised participants.
Simultaneous bilateral training versus placebo or no
interventions
No studies compared simultaneous bilateral training with placebo
or no intervention.
Simultaneous bilateral training versus usual care
Four studies compared the effects of a bilateral training with usual
care (Desrosiers 2005; Lin 2009a; Lin 2009b; Luft 2004) (127
participants).
Primary outcomes
Performance in activities of daily living (ADL)
Three studies (Desrosiers 2005; Lin 2009a; Lin 2009b) (106 par-
ticipants) reported performance of ADL (Functional Indepen-
dence Measure); SMD 0.25 (95% CI -0.14 to 0.63).
Functional movement of the upper limb
Four studies (Desrosiers 2005; Lin 2009a; Lin 2009b; Luft 2004)
(127 participants) reported outcomes relevant to functional move-
ment of the upper limb.
1. All four studies reported arm functional movement
outcomes (Box and Block Test) (Desrosiers 2005), Motor
Activity Log (amount of use scale) (Lin 2009a; Lin 2009b) and
Wolf Motor Function Test (time to complete) (Luft 2004). The
pooled result was SMD -0.07 (95% CI -0.42 to 0.28).
2. Two studies (Desrosiers 2005; Lin 2009a) (73 participants)
reported a hand functional movement outcome (Purdue
Pegboard Test and Stroke Impact Scale (hand function subscale)
respectively); SMD -0.04 (95% CI -0.50 to 0.42).
Secondary outcomes
Performance in extended ADL
One study (Lin 2009a) (40 participants) reported the effects of
bilateral training on performance in extendedADL (Stroke Impact
Scale; ADL/IADL section); SMD 0.15 (95% CI -0.47 to 0.77).
Motor impairment of the upper limb
Four studies (Desrosiers 2005; Lin 2009a; Lin 2009b; Luft 2004)
(127 participants) reported outcomes of motor impairment.
1. All four studies reported motor impairment scale outcome
(Fugl-Meyer (upper limb section)). The pooled result was SMD
0.67 (95% CI -0.43 to 1.77). We used a random-effects model
as I2 = 88% (fixed-effect result: SMD 0.43 (0.06 to 0.81).
2. Two studies (Desrosiers 2005; Lin 2009b) (66 participants)
reported a temporal outcome (finger to nose co-ordination
(number of movements completed) and movement time for
unilateral reaching task respectively). The pooled result was
SMD 0.04 (95% CI -0.45 to 0.52).
3. One study reported a spatial outcome (Lin 2009b) (33
participants; normalised total distance for a unilateral reaching
task); SMD 0.25 (95% CI -0.43 to 0.94).
4. Two studies (Desrosiers 2005; Luft 2004) (54 participants)
reported strength outcomes (grip strength and Wolf Motor
Function Test (strength of hemiparetic limb) respectively),
pooled result: SMD -0.18 (95% CI -0.72 to 0.36).
Simultaneous bilateral training versus other specific
upper limb interventions or programmes
Eleven studies (including one with two comparison groups) com-
pared the effects of a bilateral interventionwith another upper limb
intervention (Cauraugh 2002; Cauraugh 2003a; Cauraugh 2005;
Cauraugh 2008; Lin 2009a; Lum 2006; Morris 2008; Mudie
2001: Acute; Mudie 2001: Chronic; Platz 2001; Stoykov 2009;
Summers 2007) (316 participants).
Primary outcomes
Performance in ADL
Three studies (Lin 2009a; Lum 2006; Morris 2008) (151 partic-
ipants) reported performance of ADL (Functional Independence
Measure (Lin 2009a; Lum 2006) and Barthel Index (Morris 2008)
respectively): SMD -0.25 (95% CI -0.57 to 0.08).
Functional movement of the upper limb
Six studies (Cauraugh 2002; Cauraugh 2008; Lin 2009a; Morris
2008; Stoykov 2009; Summers 2007) (209 participants) reported
functional movement of the upper limb outcomes.
1. All six studies reported arm functional movement outcomes
(Box and Block Test (Cauraugh 2002; Cauraugh 2008), Motor
Activity Log (Amount of Use scale) (Lin 2009a), Action Research
Arm Test (Morris 2008), Motor Assessment Scale (upper arm
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section) (Stoykov 2009) and Modified Motor Assessment Scale
(upper arm section) (Summers 2007). Data from one of the
studies (Cauraugh 2002) (20 participants) were unsuitable for
pooling; a graphical display was presented of means with no
standard deviations (results: bilateral training 27 blocks moved at
post-test, unilateral training 22 blocks, as estimated from the
graph). For the remaining five studies (189 participants) the
pooled result was SMD -0.20 (95% CI -0.49 to 0.09).
2. Four studies (Lin 2009a; Morris 2008; Stoykov 2009;
Summers 2007) (173 participants) reported hand functional
movement outcomes (Stroke Impact Scale (hand function
section), Nine Hole Peg Test; Motor Assessment Scale (hand
movements) and Modified Motor Assessment Scale (hand
movements) respectively). The pooled result was SMD -0.21
(95% CI -0.51 to 0.09).
Secondary outcomes
Performance in extended ADL
One study (Lin 2009a) (40 participants) reported the effects of
bilateral training on performance in extendedADL (Stroke Impact
Scale; ADL/IADL section); SMD -0.65 (95% CI -1.29 to -0.01).
Motor impairment of the upper limb
Eleven studies (including one with two comparison groups)
(Cauraugh 2002; Cauraugh 2003a; Cauraugh 2005; Cauraugh
2008; Lin 2009a; Lum 2006; Morris 2008; Mudie 2001: Acute;
Mudie 2001: Chronic; Platz 2001; Stoykov 2009; Summers 2007)
(332 participants) reported motor impairment outcomes.
1. Four studies (Lin 2009a; Lum 2006; Morris 2008; Stoykov
2009) (175 participants) reported a motor impairment scale
(Fugl-Meyer (upper limb section) (Lin 2009a; Lum 2006),
Rivermead Motor Assessment (upper limb section) and Motor
Status Score (total upper limb score) respectively); SMD -0.25
(95% CI -0.55 to 0.05).
2. Five studies (Cauraugh 2002; Cauraugh 2005; Cauraugh
2008; Platz 2001; Summers 2007) (79 participants) reported
temporal outcomes (simple reaction premotor time (Cauraugh
2002) and movement time for completion of various tasks
respectively). Summers 2007 data (10 participants) were
unsuitable for pooling: reported median movement time values
were reported without any standard deviations (bilateral training
1.89 seconds at post-test, unilateral training 2.74 seconds). The
pooled result for the remaining four studies (69 participants) was
SMD 0.46 (95% CI -0.03 to 0.95).
3. Two studies (Platz 2001; Summers 2007) (24 participants)
reported spatial outcomes (single aiming movement and elbow
angle respectively). Data from Summers 2007 (10 participants)
were unsuitable for pooling: this study reported elbow angle
means with no standard deviations (bilateral training mean
123.82° at post-test, unilateral training mean 140.32º). The
result for the remaining study (Platz 2001) (14 participants) was
SMD 0.00 (95 % CI -1.05 to 1.05).
4. Six studies (Cauraugh 2002: Cauraugh 2003a; Cauraugh
2008; Lum 2006; Mudie 2001: Acute; Mudie 2001: Chronic;
Stoykov 2009) (130 participants) reported strength-related
outcomes (EMG activity (Cauraugh 2002; Cauraugh 2003a;
Mudie 2001: Acute; Mudie 2001: Chronic), maximal
contraction time (Cauraugh 2008), motor power examination
(Lum 2006) and dynamometer data (Stoykov 2009)). Data from
Cauraugh 2002 (20 participants) were unsuitable for pooling;
data for sustained muscle contraction and force modulation were
presented in a bar graph of median root mean square error with
no standard deviations (bilateral training median root mean
square error 0.42 at post-test, unilateral training 0.42; estimated
from graph). Data from Cauraugh 2008 (16 participants) were
also unsuitable for pooling; no means or standard deviations
were presented (the authors of this study stated that analysis did
not reveal any significant effects). Stoykov 2009 (24 participants)
did not present means and standard deviations for the two
groups, therefore data from this study could not be included in
data analysis. A non-significant result between the groups was
reported. The pooled result of the remaining three studies (70
participants) was SMD 0.04 (95% CI -1.34 to 1.43). We used a
random-effects model because I2 = 85% (fixed-effect result:
SMD -0.07 (95% CI -0.59 to 0.46).
Other outcomes
No studies reported adverse events.
Sensitivity analyses
We carried out sensitivity analyses to investigate the effect of in-
cluding the following.
1. Studies that had a single treatment and evaluation session
(Mudie 2001: Acute; Mudie 2001: Chronic). When we removed
this study (with two subgroups) the result for motor impairment:
strength outcomes was SMD 0.64 (95% CI -2.72 to 4.00). We
used a random-effects model because I2 = 94% (fixed-effect:
SMD 0.63 (95% CI -0.21 to 1.48)).
2. Studies that investigated the effect of an adjunct therapy/
assistive technology in addition to the bilateral training and
control interventions (Cauraugh 2002; Cauraugh 2003a;
Cauraugh 2005; Cauraugh 2008; Luft 2004; Lum 2006). In the
comparison bilateral training versus usual care, removing Luft
2004 did not affect the significance of the results (arm functional
outcomes: SMD -0.03 (95% CI -0.425 to 0.35); motor
impairment scales: SMD 0.73 (95% CI -0.76 to 2.23); motor
impairment, strength outcomes: SMD -0.17 (95% CI -0.85 to
0.51). For the comparison bilateral training versus other upper
limb intervention, we removed six studies (Cauraugh 2002;
Cauraugh 2003a; Cauraugh 2005; Cauraugh 2008; Lum 2006;
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Stoykov 2009) from the analysis. With these studies removed the
results were: performance in activities of daily living SMD -0.18
(95% CI -0.52 to 0.16); arm functional outcomes SMD -0.30
(95% CI -0.62 to 0.03); motor impairment scales -0.31 (95%
CI -0.65 to -0.03); motor impairment, temporal outcomes SMD
-0.11 (-1.16 to 0.93) and motor impairment strength outcomes
SMD -0.51 (95% CI -1.18 to 0.16). Following sensitivity
analysis we found a change of significance for motor impairment
scales for the comparison bilateral training versus other upper
limb intervention, however this significant result in favour of
other upper limb intervention was based on only two studies.
The lack of information provided by the majority of studies relat-
ing to methodological quality meant that we were unable to carry
out sensitivity analyses to investigate the effect of including studies
with low methodological quality. If in future updates more than
five studies report adequate methodological quality features then
we will carry out a sensitivity analysis.
Subgroup analyses
There were insufficient data (we had pre-defined the need formore
than five studies reporting the information) to carry out planned
subgroup analyses on differences between acute and chronic pa-
tients and duration and number of repetitions of the programme.
D I S C U S S I O N
Summary of main results
We foundno studies that compared simultaneous bilateral training
with placebo or no intervention.
Four of 14 included studies compared simultaneous bilateral train-
ing with usual care and found no statistically significant effect
of bilateral training on any analysed outcomes (performance of
activities of daily living (ADL), arm and hand functional move-
ment, performance in extended ADL or motor impairment mea-
sures (motor impairment scales, temporal, spatial and strength out-
comes). As stated in the methods we used a random-effects model
where heterogeneity was greater than 50%, therefore these con-
clusions are based on random-effects analysis where appropriate.
For motor impairment scales we found a significant result when
we used a fixed-effect analysis; however, due to heterogeneity (I2
= 88%) a random-effects model was more appropriate for analysis
and this result was non-significant.
Eleven of 14 included studies compared the effects of a bilateral
intervention with another upper limb intervention. We found no
statistically significant effects in favour of bilateral training for any
of the specified outcomes. Data from one trial (Lin 2009a) (40
participants) found a statistically significant result in favour of
another upper limb intervention (constraint-induced therapy) for
a measure of performance in extended ADL. This result cannot
be generalised to other outcomes and further research would be
required to confirm this finding.
It must be noted that only six (Lin 2009a; Lin 2009b; Morris
2008; Mudie 2001: Acute; Platz 2001; Summers 2007) of the
fourteen studies included in the analysis used a single training pro-
tocol. The other eight studies included neuromuscular stimulation
(Cauraugh 2002; Cauraugh 2003a; Cauraugh 2005; Cauraugh
2008), robotic-assistance (Lum 2006), rhythmic auditory cueing
(Luft 2004; Stoykov 2009) or unilateral and bimanual tasks in
combination with bilateral training (Desrosiers 2005).
In addition to the 14 studies included in the analyses, we identi-
fied four relevant cross-over studies (Chang 2006; Dickstein 1993;
Harris-Love 2005; Kilbreath 2006).None of these four studies had
data suitable for inclusion in analyses, therefore, while we have in-
cluded details of these four cross-over studies in theCharacteristics
of included studies table, Table 1 (Demographics of included par-
ticipants) and Figure 1 (Methodological quality summary), we
have not included them in analyses or referred to them within the
Results or Discussion sections.
In summary, this review has identified:
1. insufficient high quality evidence to determine if
simultaneous bilateral training is more (or less) effective than
placebo, no intervention or usual care;
2. evidence to suggest that bilateral training is no more (or
less) effective than other upper limb interventions for the
specified outcomes.
Overall completeness and applicability of
evidence
The evidence is currently insufficient to answer the review ques-
tions: the effects of bilateral training compared to placebo, usual
care or other upper limb intervention in terms of performance in
ADL, functional movement of the upper limb, performance in
extended ADL, motor impairment of the upper limb and adverse
events. The included studies, with the exception of Morris 2008,
had small numbers of participants and reported a diverse range of
outcome measures, of which many were unique to single studies
or specific to certain impairments. Both these factors limit the
completeness of the evidence relevant to this review.
One of the 14 included studies (Mudie 2001: Acute) had a sin-
gle treatment and evaluation phase, meaning that treatment and
evaluation occurred at the same time. It is debatable whether or
not this method constitutes an evaluation of an intervention, or
whether it is simply a test of performance under different condi-
tions. We investigated the impact of including this study using a
sensitivity analysis, and found it to have very limited impact on
the results of this review.
Due to limited data we were unable to complete subgroup analy-
sis for different participant subgroups or duration or intensity of
training. The characteristics of the included studies indicate that
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participants within the studies varied in terms of time post-stroke.
Additionally, the type, duration and intensity of training varied
between the studies.
Another key difference between the studies was the investigation
of the effect of a single movement versus the effect of a series of
different movements. In future updates of this review we propose
to carry out subgroup analysis to explore the effect of single bilat-
eral movements versus a series (more than one) of bilateral move-
ments, as arguably this could have an impact.
All of the included studies had inclusion criteria specifying either
minimum or maximum levels of upper limb ability, and preserva-
tion of at least some cognitive abilities (including ability to com-
prehend simple instructions). Therefore, the results of this review
may not be generalisable to the wider population of stroke pa-
tients.
The lack of sufficient high quality evidence makes it inappropriate
to draw conclusions from the results regarding the applicability of
bilateral training within the context of current practice.
Quality of the evidence
The quality of most of the evidence was poor, with incomplete
reporting of methodological details. The number of participants
within the included studies was generally small; only Morris 2008
and Lin 2009a had more than 50 participants and seven of the
studies had 20 or fewer participants. Only three of the 14 stud-
ies had adequate allocation concealment. Two studies (Lin 2009a;
Lum 2006) clearly did not have allocation concealment and the
remaining studies did not mention allocation concealment. Eight
studies reported that a blinded assessor was used. No studies re-
ported using an intention-to-treat analysis. The overall quality of
the studies limits confidence in the results.
Potential biases in the review process
Through a thorough searching process we are confident that we
should have identified all relevant published studies; however, it
must be acknowledged that there is a small possibility that there
are additional studies (published and unpublished) that we did
not identify.
Four studies were categorised as comparing bilateral training with
usual care. It should be noted that the intervention (categorised
as usual care) in these studies was dose matched with the bilateral
intervention. Therefore, it is likely that these interventions were
more intensive than the typical duration of usual care. Further-
more, the interventions which we have classified as usual care dif-
fer between the four studies. However, we felt that it was more
appropriate to categorise these interventions within the usual care
comparison than the other upper limb intervention comparison,
as the interventions completed in these four studies were not spe-
cific other upper limb interventions or programmes. Within the
other upper limb interventions comparison all except one study
investigated bilateral training compared to unilateral training (i.e.
completing the same activities or activity with both arms com-
pared to completing with the affected arm only). Lin 2009a com-
pared the effects of bilateral training with constraint-induced ther-
apy which, in addition to undertaking of functional tasks with
the affected upper limb (which was dose matched to the bilateral
training), involved restraint of the unaffected limb for six hours
per day. Combining these studies within these stated comparison
groups further increases the heterogeneity between the included
studies, limiting the conclusions that can be drawn.
The diversity of the bilateral training paradigms and the variations
in reporting between studies led to the review team making some
subjective decisions, which may have introduced bias. The studies
within this area are heterogenous in terms of what is defined as bi-
lateral training and there were a number of complex strands which
required discussion among the review authors and consensus de-
cisions being made. We appreciate that this could be perceived as
a limitation of our review.
We used hierarchical lists (see Types of outcomemeasures) to select
which outcome measure should be included if a study reported a
number of different relevant outcome measures. There could po-
tentially be biases in the hierarchical order developed for each out-
come. However, we carefully considered the order of the hierarchy
and reached consensus. Despite the potential limitations and bi-
ases of this approach, we believe that because of the large number
of different outcome measures used to assess similar domains the
pre-stating of a hierarchical list provides substantial advantages in
comparison to the alternative option of having to make subjective
decisions about the selection of outcome measures after data col-
lection has been completed.
The included studies used a wide range of outcome measures,
methodologies and time intervals for follow up making statistical
pooling difficult. To overcome the variations in outcome measures
and to maximise statistical pooling we categorised the outcomes
of functional movement and motor impairment of the upper limb
into subgroups. For four studies, mean values were not available
(for at least some of the outcomes) and we therefore imputed me-
dian values (where these were provided instead of mean values)
as mean values and calculated standard deviations from reported
standard error (SD=SE
√
n).Where datawere presented in graph-
ical form two review authors independently estimated values from
the graphs. This may have introduced some bias into the review
process. However, we believe that including imputed and esti-
mated data from these studies is preferable to excluding the data.
Inclusion of single training and evaluation studies
We included one randomised controlled trial (Mudie 2001:
Acute) and four cross-over studies (Chang 2006; Dickstein 1993;
Harris-Love 2005; Kilbreath 2006) (not included in analyses)
which involved a single evaluation session. Within these studies
there was no training period and it is questionable if these studies
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constitute intervention studies or merely a test of performance.
In addition, the four cross-over studies were not designed or pre-
sented as traditional RCTs, but rather participants were randomly
allocated to different treatment orders (using a randomised cross-
over design). We debated the suitability of including these studies.
Only one of these five studies (Mudie 2001) was incorporated in
any analysis; therefore including these other studies in the review
does not alter the results or conclusions of this review.
For this version of the review we decided to include these stud-
ies (although the cross-over studies were included in tables only
and not included in analyses or described in the text), however
we would appreciate any feedback on this, and may revise this
decision in subsequent updates. Options for future updates of this
review could therefore be either the exclusion of randomised cross-
over studies or the exclusion of any study which only has a single
evaluation session. If randomised cross-over studies are to be in-
cluded in updates of this review, we must first identify appropriate
methods of obtaining and including data within analyses.
Agreements and disagreements with other
studies or reviews
The results of this review vary from the results presented in the
review by Stewart 2006, which reported a significant overall ef-
fect in favour of bilateral movement training alone or in combina-
tion with auxiliary sensory feedback for improving motor recovery
post-stroke (Fugl-Meyer, Box and Block Test or kinematic vari-
ables). This reviewwas systematic in terms of itsmethods, however
it had a more limited search strategy than our review and included
studies that were not randomised controlled trials. The authors
did assess trials for randomisation, which was defined as either
randomly placed in a treatment or control group or if the treat-
ment was randomly assigned to the participants. Eleven studies
were included in the Stewart 2006 meta-analysis, seven of which
were not included in our review (Cauraugh 2003b; Lewis 2004a;
Mudie 1996;Mudie 2000; McCombeWaller 2004; Stinear 2004;
Whitall 2000). Five of these studies (Mudie 1996; Mudie 2000;
Cauraugh 2003b; Lewis 2004a; Stinear 2004) were assessed to
have some form of random assignment within the Stewart 2006
review, however we disagreed with this decision. Many of these
studies were considered not to have an appropriate control group
and these types of studies will give an inflated effect of the inter-
vention. Reasons for excluding the above studies from our review
are stated in the Characteristics of excluded studies table. We in-
cluded two studies (Dickstein 1993; Mudie 2001: Acute) which
were identified by the Stewart 2006 review, but not included in
the meta-analysis due to not having a functional outcome mea-
sure (Dickstein 1993) and not involving bilateral movements as
a treatment (Mudie 2001: Acute) respectively. In contrast, we in-
cluded Dickstein 1993 as it included other outcomes relevant to
our criteria, and we assessed that Mudie 2001: Acute did involve
some element of bilateral intervention. Ten studies included in this
current review were published after the searching for the Stewart
2006 reviewwas completed (2005) (Cauraugh 2008; Chang 2006;
Desrosiers 2005; Harris-Love 2005; Kilbreath 2006; Lin 2009a;
Lin 2009b; Lum 2006; Morris 2008; Stoykov 2009). Therefore,
our review presents more up-to-date data. Additionally, we in-
cluded a further two studies (Cauraugh 2003a; Platz 2001) which
were not acknowledged in the Stewart 2006 review.
A narrative review by Cauraugh 2005 reported the findings from
a number of studies, including non-randomised studies, and con-
cluded that favourable effects of bilateral training protocols have
been found. However, Cauraugh 2005 made no attempt to dis-
cuss the quality of the reviewed studies and the potential impact
this could have on the individual study results. However, it also
acknowledged that some studies have not reported enhanced per-
formance following bilateral training. This review differs from our
review as it was not systematic and did not attempt to combine
studies.
A U T H O R S ’ C O N C L U S I O N S
Implications for practice
This review has identified that there is currently insufficient evi-
dence to make any recommendations about the relative effect of
bilateral training compared to placebo, no intervention or usual
care. It has also identified evidence from studies of varied method-
ological quality that suggests that bilateral trainingmay be nomore
(or less) effective than other upper limb interventions for perfor-
mance in activities of daily living (ADL), functional movement of
the upper limb, or motor impairment outcomes.
Implications for research
Specific implications for research, based on the findings of this
review, are outlined below.
Are further randomised controlled trials
required?
Randomised controlled trials (RCTs) are required to determine
the effect of:
1. simultaneous bilateral training compared to no treatment,
placebo or usual care;
2. simultaneous bilateral training compared to other upper
limb interventions.
Such randomised controlled trials must:
1. have adequate power (i.e. with an appropriate power
calculation undertaken based on existing trial evidence);
2. have adequate allocation concealment, blinding of outcome
assessor and intention-to-treat analysis;
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3. clearly define trial participants (e.g. time since stroke, initial
upper limb deficits);
4. clearly define types, frequency, durations and intensities of
bilateral training;
5. include global measures of functioning (i.e. performance of
ADL measures) and upper limb function (e.g. Motor Assessment
Scale, ARAT);
6. report clear and usable data.
We recommend that future RCTs concentrate on answering the
specific question relating to the effectiveness of bilateral training
and do not confound the answer to this question by introducing
adjunct interventions such as robotics or electrical stimulation.
We believe that until such time as the benefits of bilateral training
as a single intervention have been established (or refuted) it is not
beneficial to investigate the combined effects of bilateral training
plus adjunct interventions.
We recommend that future RCTs should have a defined train-
ing period, and should not have a single treatment and interven-
tion session, in order to establish the effects of actual skill acquisi-
tion (rather thanmere performance). Further, we recommend that
standard RCT methodology is followed, i.e. random allocation of
participants to one of two groups and not random allocation to
treatment order.
A number of RCTs are currently ongoing (see the Characteristics
of ongoing studies table). Once these trials are completed it will
be important to update this review, and to re-evaluate the need
for further RCTs of bilateral training. If there continues to be no
evidence of beneficial effects attributable to bilateral training, we
would recommend that no further RCTs are carried out.
Are other primary research studies required?
Wedonot recommendother study designs aimed at comparing the
effectiveness of bilateral training. This review has highlighted the
difficulties associated with the large number of outcome measures,
which are associated with upper limb function and impairment.
There is a need for further research to identify optimal outcome
measures for use within future RCTs in this area.
Are further systematic reviews required?
We do not recommend any further systematic reviews aimed at
addressing the effectiveness of bilateral training. However, future
updates of this review ought to consider longer-term follow-up
outcomes. In addition, future updates need to consider whether
the inclusion of randomised cross-over trials, or trials with only a
single evaluation session, are beneficial to this evidence base.
Summary of findings
• Methodological quality of studies is in general very poor,
providing insufficient high quality evidence on which to reach
generalisable conclusions.
• Limited evidence suggests bilateral training is no more or
less effective than usual care or other upper limb interventions
(unilateral interventions) for functional outcomes.
• Very limited evidence shows that bilateral training is no less
effective than other upper limb interventions for motor
impairment outcomes.
• There is not enough evidence to recommend bilateral
training as clinical intervention.
• Good quality RCTs are needed to compare bilateral and
unilateral training.
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C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S O F S T U D I E S
Characteristics of included studies [ordered by study ID]
Cauraugh 2002
Methods Randomised controlled trial
Random assignment with restriction that 20 participants were tested in the 2 treatment groups
Method of randomisation and allocation concealment not stated
Participants 25 participants
Inclusion criteria: diagnosis of CVA and no more than two CVAs on same side of brain, upper limit
of 80% motor recovery (EMG activation patterns compared with non-affected upper limb), lower
limit of 10° voluntary wrist or finger extension against gravity, no other neurological deficits, no
pacemaker, no use of drugs for spasticity, not enrolled in any other rehabilitation protocol
Interventions Group 1 (10 participants): unilateral + EMG-triggered stimulation wrist/finger extension
Group 2 (10 participants): bilateral + EMG-triggered stimulation wrist/finger extension
Each group completed 3 sets of 30 successful EMG-triggered neuromuscular stimulation trials
(approximately 1 hour 30 minutes); in total 6 hours of training (4 days) were completed during 2
weeks
Profession of individual(s) administrating training unclear
Outcomes Primary outcome: functional movement: BBT
Secondary outcome: motor impairment - temporal outcomes: reaction time for speed of information
processing and rapid muscle onset (simple reaction time, premotor reaction time and chronometric
motor reaction time) - premotor reaction time selected for use in analysis; strength outcomes: muscle
activity (EMG activity of wrist/fingers extensor muscles)
Notes Control group (did not receive the neuromuscular electric stimulation or bilateral assistance for the
wrist/fingers extensors); 5 participants not included in the analysis
Unable to use presented data for BBT within analysis as no standard deviations presented
Means from graph were estimated and presented in results section
Pre-motor reaction time was chosen for inclusion as temporal outcome as medians and standard
deviations presented and therefore could be included in statistical pooling of results
Medians imputed as mean values
2 participants were excluded from analyses due to extreme reaction times: it was unclear from the
paper which groups these participants were in, therefore analysis for reaction time based on 18
participants (1 participant removed from bilateral and unilateral training groups respectively)
For muscle activity (strength) unable to use presented data within analysis as median root mean
square error presented with no standard deviations
Medians from graph were estimated and presented in results section
Data for this outcome based on 24 participants but unclear from which group of the 3 groups
(control group not included in this review) the excluded participant was from
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
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Cauraugh 2002 (Continued)
Allocation concealment? Unclear Methodof randomisation and allocation conceal-
ment not stated
Blinding of outcome assessor? Unclear Not stated
Intention to treat analysis? Unclear Not stated
Baseline similarity? Unclear Demographic details between the groups not re-
ported
Cauraugh 2003a
Methods Randomised controlled trial
Participants randomly assigned to 1 of 2 groups
Method of randomisation and allocation concealment not stated
Participants 20 participants
Inclusion criteria: absence of other neurological deficits, able to voluntarily extend wrist or fingers
10° against gravity, upper limit of 80% motor recovery (EMG activation patterns), no use of drugs
for spasticity, not enrolled in any other rehabilitation protocol, diagnosis of CVA, sufficient voluntary
control to activate the microprocessor, sufficient cognitive function to follow instructions
Interventions Group 1 (10 participants): unilateral wrist and finger extension + EMG-triggered stimulation
Group 2 (10 participants): bilateral wrist and finger movement + EMG-triggered stimulation
During each day of training participants completed 3 sessions of 30 successful EMG triggered
stimulation trials (approximately 90 minutes) with 5-minute break between sessions
Participants completed 360 trials across 12 sessions of training over 4 days
Profession of individual(s) providing training unclear
Outcomes Secondary outcome: motor impairment - strength outcomes: EMG activity level (wrist and finger
extensor muscles)
Notes Number of participants in each group not reported; we assumed an equal number of participants in
each group
Data presented in paper as a graph - mean log10 and SE
Means estimated from graph and standard deviation calculated from estimated standard error to
allow for inclusion in statistical pooling
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? Unclear Methodof randomisation and allocation conceal-
ment not stated
Blinding of outcome assessor? Unclear Not stated
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Cauraugh 2003a (Continued)
Intention to treat analysis? Unclear Not stated
Baseline similarity? Unclear Details of the 2 groups at baseline were not re-
ported
Cauraugh 2005
Methods Randomised controlled trial
Random assignment following a randomisation schedule
Participants 21 participants
Inclusion criteria: diagnosis of no more than 3 strokes, lower limit of 10° voluntary wrist/finger
extension starting from 80° wrist and finger flexion, upper limit of 80% motor recovery, no other
neurological deficits, not participating in another upper limb programme
Interventions Group 1 (10 participants): unilateral + EMG-triggered stimulation wrist/finger extension
Group 2 (11 participants): bilateral + EMG-triggered stimulation wrist/finger extension
Each group completed 4 days of 90 minutes training/week over 2 weeks
Profession of individual(s) administrating training unclear
Outcomes Secondary outcome: motor impairment - temporal outcomes: reaction time (ms), movement time
(ms) deceleration time (ms), peak velocity (cm/s) and SD peak velocity (movement time selected)
All measured for single aiming test and recorded by EMG
Notes Control group (5 participants), no stroke history, not included in participant numbers or analysis
Median values presented in paper; this imputed as a mean value in the analysis
Movement time data inverted for analysis (multiplied by -1)
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? Unclear No mention of allocation concealment
Blinding of outcome assessor? Unclear Not stated
Intention to treat analysis? Unclear Not reported; no drop-outs reported
Baseline similarity? Yes No differences between groups reported
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Cauraugh 2008
Methods Randomly assigned to 1 of 2 treatment protocol orders
Method of randomisation and allocation concealment not stated
Participants 16 participants
Inclusion criteria: diagnosis of no more than 2 strokes, lower limit of 10° voluntary wrist/finger
extension, absence of other neurological deficits, currently not participating in another rehabilitation
programme
Interventions Group 1 (8 participants): unilateral + EMG-triggered neuromuscular stimulation
Group 2 (8 participants): bilateral + EMG-triggered neuromuscular stimulation
Both groups completed 5 consecutive upper limb protocols
For the purposes of this review we compared the first treatment protocol from each group (unilateral
wrist/finger extension + stimulation with a 5:25 stimulation/rest schedule versus bilateral wrist/finger
extension + stimulation with a 5:25 stimulation/rest schedule
Each training session involved 90 successful movement trials; completed in 4 days of 90 minutes
training per day over 2 weeks
Consecutive treatment protocols were separated on average by 4 weeks of no rehabilitation
All 5 treatment protocols were administered over 12-month period
Profession of individual(s) administrating training unclear
Outcomes Primary outcome: functional movement of the upper limb: BBT
Secondary outcome: motor impairment - temporal outcomes: motor reaction time and total reaction
time (motor reaction time selected); strength outcomes: sustained muscle contraction task - maximal
isometric contraction of wrist/finger extensors
No suitable data were available for strength outcome
Outcomes were recorded at the end of each intervention protocol (end of intervention period)
Notes Data presented in paper in graph format: mean and SE for BBT
Means estimated from graph and standard deviation calculated from estimated standard error to
allow for inclusion in statistical pooling
2 review authors independently estimated the values from the graphs; the average of the 2 estimates
was used in the analysis
Motor reaction data also presented in graph format: median and SE
Median value estimated from graph imputed as mean and SD calculated from SE
Motor reaction time score (m/s) inverted (multiplied by -1) for analysis
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? Unclear No mention of allocation concealment
Blinding of outcome assessor? Unclear Not stated
Intention to treat analysis? Unclear Not stated
Baseline similarity? No Group 1 mean time post-stroke 1.41 years com-
pared with Group 2 mean 4.22 years
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Chang 2006
Methods Randomised cross-over design
Participants each performed 3 tasks in randomly presented order
This study was not designed or presented as a traditional RCT
Participants 20 participants
Inclusion criteria: CT or MRI imaging evidence of single-hemisphere stroke, arm reaching ability
(Fugl-Meyer assessment > 30), no perceptual-cognitive dysfunction which limits comprehension of
experimental task, no severe concurrent medical problems, no other neurological or orthopaedic
conditions affecting arm/trunk movements
Interventions Each participant performed 3 movement tasks: (1) reaching forward with affected limb (unilateral)
; (2) reaching forward with both limbs simultaneously (bilateral); (3) reaching forward with both
limbs simultaneously + load applied to non-affected upper limb (bilateral + load)
Each movement condition performed for 5 trials with 5-minute rest between each condition
Typical experimental session lasted approximately 40 minutes
There was no training period - movement and outcome measurement occurred simultaneously
Profession of individual(s) providing training unclear
Outcomes Secondary outcome: motor impairment: kinematics on completion of elbow flexion - temporal
outcomes:movement time,movement velocity, number ofmovement units and normalised jerk score
of movement (movement time selected); spatial outcomes: elbow flexion-extension range, shoulder
flexion-extension range and trunk linear line value (elbow range selected)
Notes Data are not available for the first phase only of this study, and it is therefore not included in any
analyses
The unilateral and bilateral conditions would have been a suitable comparison
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? Unclear All participants completed training in each con-
dition
Blinding of outcome assessor? Unclear Assessments completed at the same time as the
training
Intention to treat analysis? Unclear Not stated
Baseline similarity? Unclear Participants not separated into different groups
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Desrosiers 2005
Methods Randomly assigned by block randomisation scheme within each stratum (stratified on impairment
level of hand and sensibility of the hand)
Randomisation completed in blocks of 4
Allocation concealment completed through the use of sealed envelopes
Participants 41 participants
Inclusion criteria: unilateral stroke > 10 days but < 2 months, cognitive functioning within normal
limits, understand French or English, minimal upper extremity function (stage 2 for hand and stage
3 for arm on Chedoke-McMaster Stroke Assessment), no severe body neglect or visual perception
deficits
Interventions Group 1 (21 participants): usual care - functional activities and exercises for the arm
Group 2 (20 participants): bilateral - package of interventions including bilateral and unilateral tasks
Both groups received usual therapy interventions
Both interventions provided by same occupational therapy research assistant
Both groups received 4 x 45-minute sessions per week for 5 weeks, in total receiving between 15 and
20 sessions
Note: the descriptions of interventions provided in the full-text paper are confusing; information
given in the abstract has been central to the above classifications of the nature of the interventions
Outcomes Primary outcome: performance in activities of daily living: measure de l’independence fonctionelle
(MIF - French translation of FIM)
Primary outcome: functional movement - arm functional movement: BBT, TEMPA (BBT selected)
; hand functional outcome: Purdue Pegboard Test
Secondary outcome: motor impairment: motor impairment scales: Fugl-Meyer (upper limb section)
; temporal outcomes: co-ordination (finger to nose, number of movements in 20 seconds); strength
outcomes: grip strength (vigorimeter)
AMPS also used as outcome measures but not relevant to this review
Notes Control group received usual care, however this may have contained some bilateral tasks; this could
be a confounding factor
Descriptions of interventions are unclear and definitions of symmetrical, synchronous and simulta-
neous are difficult to interpret
5 drop-outs from Group 1 (lack of interest x 2, early release, fatigue, death) and 3 from Group 2
(death, fracture, refusal)
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? Yes Sealed envelopes
Blinding of outcome assessor? Yes Independent evaluator
Intention to treat analysis? No Only complete cases were analysed
Drop-outs were accounted for
Baseline similarity? Yes No significant differences between groups at base-
line
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Dickstein 1993
Methods Randomised cross-over design
Participants each performed 3 movements in a randomly presented order
This study was not designed or presented as a traditional RCT
Participants 25 participants
Inclusion criteria: absence of cognitive impairments, unimpaired hearing, absence of movement
disorders in unaffected upper extremity, ability to flex elbow on paretic side at least 30° from partial
extension of 150°, not bilateral brain damage
Interventions Each participant performed 1 familiarisation set of unilateral movements with the unaffected arm,
then performed 3 sets of movements presented in a random order (unilateral (unaffected), unilateral
(affected) or bilateral)
Each set comprised 16 elbow flexion movements which were carried out in response to an auditory
signal
There was no training period - movement and outcome measurement occurred simultaneously
Profession of individual(s) providing training unclear (assume physiotherapist)
Outcomes Secondary outcome: motor impairment - temporal outcomes: reaction and movement time (move-
ment time selected)
Notes Data are not available for the first phase only of this study and it is therefore not included in any
analyses
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? Unclear All participants completed training in each con-
dition
Blinding of outcome assessor? Unclear Assessments completed at the same time as the
training
Intention to treat analysis? Unclear Not stated
Baseline similarity? Unclear Participants not separated into different groups
Harris-Love 2005
Methods Randomised cross-over design
Participants each performed 4 trials of 6 reaching tasks in a block randomised order
This study was not designed or presented as a traditional RCT
Participants 32 participants
Inclusion criteria: at least 6 months post-stroke, at least 10° antigravity shoulder flexion and 20°
of gravity minimised elbow extension, able to produce at least 5 cm of forward translation of the
hand on a table without leaning forward, no orthopaedic conditions and/or pain in paretic arm or
shoulder
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Harris-Love 2005 (Continued)
Interventions Each participant performed 4 trials each of unilateral paretic, unilateral non-paretic and bilateral
reaching, then 4 trials of 6 reaching tasks (unilateral paretic, unilateral non-paretic, bilateral reaching
and 3 bilateral reaching tasks involving different loads added to the non-paretic hand) completed at
the fastest possible speed
For all tasks participants were instructed to reach the target (box) as quickly as possible after a verbal
go command and come to a complete stop
There was no training period - movement and outcome measurement occurred simultaneously
Profession of individual(s) providing training unclear (assume physiotherapist)
Outcomes Secondary outcome: motor impairment - temporal outcomes: movement time, peak velocity and
peak acceleration (movement time selected)
Notes Data are not available for the first phase only of this study and it is therefore not included in any
analyses
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? Unclear All participants completed training in each con-
dition
Blinding of outcome assessor? Unclear Assessments completed at the same time as the
training
Intention to treat analysis? Unclear Not stated; no drop-outs
Baseline similarity? Unclear Participants not separated into different groups
Kilbreath 2006
Methods Randomised cross-over design
Participants each performed 3 tasks in randomly presented order
Participants 13 participants
Inclusion criteria: no significant musculotendinous or bony restrictions of upper limbs, no chronic
disease independently causing significant disability or significant weakness of the upper limbs, suf-
ficient strength in affected arm to move the arm forward at the shoulder and elbow and grasp with
affected hand, score
>
= 1 on Frenchay upper limb test, comprehend simply instructions
Note: it is unclear whether or not these were pre-stated inclusion criteria, or whether these criteria
are descriptors of the participants who were eventually included
Interventions Each participant performed 2 bimanual and 1 unimanual task
Each task involved participant reaching, grasping and transporting a tray with either affected arm
(unimanual task), reaching for a large tray with both arms or 2 small trays (bimanual tasks)
There was no training period - movement and outcome measurement occurred simultaneously
Each task was performed 5 times
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Kilbreath 2006 (Continued)
Profession of individual(s) providing training unclear (assume physiotherapist)
Outcomes Secondary outcome: motor impairment - kinematics of movement: the average of trials 3 to 5 for
each condition; temporal outcomes: movement duration for hand to reach tray and for tray transport
(hand to reach tray time selected (movement time)); spatial outcomes: lateral deviation of the hands,
synchrony of hand movements and relative phase angle (lateral deviation of the hands selected)
Notes Study included another 13 participants with no stroke history; not included in participant numbers
or analysis
Data are not available for the first phase only of this study and it is therefore not included in any
analyses
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? Unclear All participants completed training in each con-
dition
Blinding of outcome assessor? Unclear Assessments completed at the same time as the
training
Intention to treat analysis? Unclear Not reported
Baseline similarity? Unclear Participants not separated into different groups
Lin 2009a
Methods Randomised controlled trial using a stratified block allocation scheme
Computerised (block) randomisation, with pre-stratification according to participating hospital
Allocation concealment ensured by use of opaque, numbered envelopes (each hospital site had a pre-
prepared set of envelopes with cards indicating allocation)
Participants 60 participants
Inclusion criteria: > 6 months post CVA, > Stage III Brunnstrom stage for proximal and distal parts
of upper limb, considerable non-use of the affected upper limb (Motor activity log, amount of use
< 2.5), no serious cognitive deficits (≥ 24 on MMSE), no excessive spasticity in any joints of upper
limb (Modified Ashworth Scale≤ 2), lack of participation in any experimental rehabilitation or drug
study within past 6 months, no balance problems sufficient to compromise safety when wearing
constraint mitt
Interventions Group 1 (20 participants): usual care - training for hand function, co-ordination, balance and
movements of the affected upper limb and compensatory practice with affected or both upper limbs
Group 2 (20 participants): other upper limb intervention - constraint-induced therapy: restriction
of movement of the unaffected hand by placement in a mitt for 6 hours/day and intensive training
of the affected upper limb in functional tasks; level of ability adapted based on patient ability and
improvement during training
Group 3 (20 participants): bilateral training - simultaneous movements of both affected and unaf-
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Lin 2009a (Continued)
fected upper limb in functional tasks in symmetric or alternating patterns
All groups completed therapy for 2 hours/day, 5 days per week for 3 weeks
All other interdisciplinary rehabilitation continued
Occupational therapists undertook the training in each group
Outcomes Primary outcome: performance in activities of daily living: Functional Independence Measure
Primary outcome: functional movement - Motor Activity Log: amount of use and quality of move-
ment scales (amount of use scale selected); Stroke Impact Scale - hand function section
Secondary outcome: performance in extended activities of daily living: Stroke Impact Scale (ADL/
IADL section); motor impairment - motor impairment scales: Fugl-Meyer scale
Notes Overall and sub-scores for the Fugl-Meyer and Functional Independence measure were presented
We only entered the overall scores into the data analysis
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? Yes Opaque, numbered envelopes
Blinding of outcome assessor? Yes Occupational therapists blinded to group assign-
ment completed outcome assessments
Intention to treat analysis? Unclear Not reported; no drop-outs from study
Baseline similarity? Yes No significant differences between groups in
terms of demographic and clinical characteristics
Lin 2009b
Methods Randomised controlled trial
Randomisation procedure and allocation concealment not reported
Participants 33 participants
Inclusion criteria: clinical diagnosis of a first or recurrent unilateral stroke; ability to reachBrunnstrom
stage III or above in the proximal and distal part of the arm; no serious cognitive deficits (MMSE ≥
24); no excessive spasticity in the affected arm (Modified Ashworth Scale score ≤ 2 in any joint); no
other neurologic, neuromuscular or orthopaedic disease; lack of participation in any experimental
rehabilitation or drug studies
Interventions Group 1 (17 participants): usual care (dose-matched standard occupational therapy that also focused
onupper extremity training and includedneurodevelopmental techniques, trunk-armcontrol, weight
bearing by the affected arm, fine motor tasks practice and practice on compensatory strategies)
Group 2 (16 participants): bilateral training; both upper extremities moving simultaneously in
functional tasks with symmetric patterns
Both groups received training for 2 hours per day, 5 days a week for 3 weeks
Occupational therapists provided the interventions
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Lin 2009b (Continued)
Outcomes Primary outcome: performance in activities of daily living: Functional independence measure
Primary outcome: functional movement - Motor Activity Log: amount of use and quality of move-
ment scales (amount of use scale selected)
Secondary outcome: motor impairment - motor impairment scales: Fugl-Meyer scale; temporal
outcomes: movement time and percentage of movement time at which peak velocity occurs for
unilateral and bilateral reaching task (movement time for unilateral task selected); spatial outcomes:
normalised total distance
Sub-categories of the Functional Independence Measure are presented
We only used the total score as most relevant to this review
Notes Adjustedmeans (controlling for pre-treatment differences) andpost-treatmentmeanswere presented.
We used adjusted means for all outcomes
Standard deviation was taken from the post-treatment columns
Movement time and spatial outcome data inverted for analysis (multiplied by -1)
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? Unclear Not reported
Blinding of outcome assessor? Yes Occupational therapists blind to group assign-
ment were trained to complete the outcome as-
sessments
Intention to treat analysis? Unclear Not reported; no drop-outs
Baseline similarity? Yes Baseline characteristics were comparable
No significant differences between the groups for
age, months since stroke, side of stroke lesion, or
initial upper limb impairment
Luft 2004
Methods Randomised controlled trial using a stratified block allocation scheme (variable block size, allocation
1:1)
Participants 21 participants
Inclusion criteria: residual upper extremity spastic hemiparesis following single cortical or subcortical
ischaemic stroke; ability to move affected limb (at least partial range movement against gravity);
completed 3 to 6 months of rehabilitation therapy; adequate language and neurocognitive function
to understand instructions; no multiple strokes, history of other neurological disease, chronic pain
or emotional disorders
Interventions Group 1 (12 participants): usual care (DMTE based on neurodevelopmental principles)
Group 2 (9 participants): BATRAC
BATRAC consisted of pushing and pulling bilaterally, either in synchrony or alternation, 2 indepen-
dent handles sliding in the traverse plane. It consisted of hour-long therapy sessions (4 x 5-minute
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Luft 2004 (Continued)
movement periods interspersed with 10-minute rest periods) 3 times per week for 6 weeks
DMTE was based on neurodevelopmental principles and includedmobilisation, weight-bearing and
opening a closed fist; the exercises were administered in a standard format and equal to the time used
for BATRAC
Profession of individual(s) providing training unclear (assume physiotherapist)
Outcomes Primary outcome: functional movement - arm functional movement: WMAT (time to complete 14
functional tasks with affected arm and hand and University of Maryland Arm Questionnaire for
Stroke) (WMAT selected)
Secondary outcome: motor impairment - Fugl-Meyer Motor Performance Test (upper limb section)
; strength outcomes: WMAT (strength) and dynamometry (elbow and shoulder strength) (WMAT
strength selected)
fMRI and EMG variables also recorded - these were not relevant to this review
Notes Bilateral training group also received rhythmic auditory cueing, to guide the speed of themovements
Discussion amongst review authors led to the conclusion that the rhythmic auditory cueing could
be viewed as an adjunct or guide to the bilateral training and that therefore this study was relevant
to this review (i.e. the rhythmic auditory cueing has not been considered as another intervention)
This study is a substudy of a larger study designed to investigate the effect of BATRAC
SEM presented in paper, this was converted into SD units and entered into the analysis
Change scores presented in paper and used in analysis
WMFT (time) data inverted for analysis (multiplied by -1)
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? No No mention of allocation concealment
Blinding of outcome assessor? Yes -
Intention to treat analysis? No No mention of intention-to-treat analysis; rea-
sons for drop-out reported
Baseline similarity? No No difference in terms of age, time since stroke,
or baseline scores but significantly more women
in Group 1 (unilateral group)
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Lum 2006
Methods Randomly allocated
Patients were stratified by initial Fugl-Meyer score and side of stroke and randomly assigned to 1 of
4 groups
Following interim analysis the randomisation schedule was changed fromproviding the same number
of participants to each group so that subsequent participants could only be allocated to 2 of the
groups, therefore participants did not have an equal chance of entering 1 of the 4 groups
The change in randomisation during the trial may have introduced bias
Participants 30 participants (only 2 groups of participants - 14 participants - relevant to this review)
Inclusion criteria: single CVA, 1 to 5 months post-stroke, no upper-limb joint pain or ROM lim-
itations that would limit ability to complete training, no unstable cardiovascular, orthopaedic or
neurological conditions, > 21 on MMSE
Interventions Group 1 (9 participants): robot-unilateral group, 12 reaching tasks progressing from easiest robotic-
mode to most challenging mode
Group 2 (5 participants): robot-bilateral group, practised same 12 reaching tasks but in bilateral
mode rhythmic circular movements also performed
Training lasted 1 hour per session for 15 sessions over 4 weeks
Training was supervised by an occupational therapist
Outcomes Primary outcome: performance in activities of daily living: Functional Independence Measure (self-
care and transfer sections only)
Secondary outcome: motor impairment - motor impairment scales: Fugl-Meyer (proximal and distal
upper limb sections),Motor Status Score (movement scale and synergy scale) andModifiedAshworth
scale (proximal and distal scores) (Fugl-Meyer (proximal upper limb section) selected for analysis);
strength outcomes: Motor power examination (several joints across proximal upper limb)
Notes This study included assistive technology, however it compared a bilateral and unilateral group both
receiving robotic assistance, therefore we decided that this was relevant to include as bilateral training
versus unilateral training
4 groups were included in this trial: robot-unilateral, robot-bilateral, robot-combined and control
Only robot-unilateral and robot-bilateral relevant to this review
Participants in the other 2 groups (16 participants) not included in any analysis
Average gains data presented in paper and used in analysis
Standard deviations calculated from presented standard error of the mean to allow for inclusion in
statistical pooling
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? No Initially allocation concealment was possible,
however an interim analysis was carried out to
compare the groups and, as a result the randomi-
sation process was changed so that later partici-
pants could only be entered into 1of the 2 groups,
not 1 of the 4
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Lum 2006 (Continued)
Blinding of outcome assessor? Yes An occupational therapist blinded to group as-
signment completed the assessments
Intention to treat analysis? Unclear Not stated; all participants completed the train-
ing and post-treatment evaluations
Baseline similarity? Yes No significant differences at baseline
Morris 2008
Methods Randomised controlled trial
Randomly allocated using concealed web-based randomisation
Stratified according to side of hemiplegia, stroke classification and baseline ARAT
Participants 106 participants
Inclusion criteria: acute unilateral stroke confirmed by CT; persistent upper limb impairment (<
6 on each upper limb sections of Motor Assessment Scale); ability to participate in 30-minute
physiotherapy sessions; ability to sit unsupported for 1minute; no severe neglect, aphasia or cognitive
impairment that would limit participation; no previous stroke resulting in residual disability; no pre-
morbid arm impairment; no hemiplegic shoulder pain; ability to provide informed consent
Interventions Group 1 (50 participants): unilateral; performed 4 tasks (moving dowelling peg, moving block, grasp
empty glass and take to mouth and point to targets) with affected arm
Group 2 (56 participants): bilateral; performed same 4 tasks with each arm simultaneously
The intervention protocol was progressive and standardised
Systematic feedback was provided on performance
Training lasted 20 minutes a session 5 weekdays a week over 6 weeks in addition to usual therapy
As many trials as possible were completed in each session with a maximum of 30 trials of each task,
maximum of 120 trials per session
2 senior stroke rehabilitation physiotherapists with 15 years experience conducted the intervention
Outcomes Primary outcome: performance in activities daily living: Barthel Index
Primary outcome: functional movement - arm functional movement: ARAT; hand functional move-
ment: Nine Hole Peg Test
Secondary outcome: motor impairment - motor impairment scales: Rivermead Motor Assessment
(upper limb section)
Hospital Anxiety andDepressionScale andNottinghamHealth Profile also used as outcomemeasures
but not relevant to this review
Notes End of intervention outcome assessment (6 weeks) used in analysis
Outcome measures also recorded after 18 weeks (97 participants)
At 6 weeks: 4 drop-outs from Group 1 (died, moved away, requested withdrawal) and 5 drop-outs
from Group 2 (died, moved away, requested withdrawal)
Change and final outcome scores presented
Outcome scores used in analysis
Risk of bias
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Morris 2008 (Continued)
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? Yes Concealed, remote web-based randomisation
Blinding of outcome assessor? Yes Blinded to treatment allocation and otherwise
not involved in trial
Intention to treat analysis? No Analysis done on complete data sets only. Sta-
tistical comparison did show drop-outs in both
groups to be similar
Baseline similarity? Yes -
Mudie 2001: Acute
Methods Random assignment to 1 of 2 groups
Method of randomisation not stated
Participants 36 participants
Inclusion criteria: dense hemiplegia (less than or equal to 2 on Motor Assessment Scale items 6 and
7), able to understand instructions, produce a response with non-hemiplegic arm during bilateral
trials, no other strokes or confounding co-morbidities
Interventions Group 1 (18 participants): unilateral
Group 2 (18 participants): bilateral
Each group completed 5 trials, including 5 repetitions of 5 seconds each (of isometric contractions
for 2 tasks (shoulder abduction and wrist extension))
15 seconds rest between each of the 5 trials, and 5 minutes rest between the 2 tasks
There was no training period: movement and outcome measurement occurred simultaneously
Profession of individual(s) providing training unclear (assume occupational therapist)
For Group 1, trials 1, 2, 3 and 5 were performed unilaterally and trial 4 bilaterally
For Group 2, trials 1, 3 and 5 were performed unilaterally and trials 2 and 4 bilaterally
Therefore, data from trial 2 only was extracted for this review
Outcomes Secondary outcomes: motor impairment - strength outcomes: muscle activity (EMG) for shoulder
abduction and wrist extension were reported (data from wrist extension activity only was extracted
for analysis)
Notes Results for acute and chronic patients presented separately, therefore 2 subgroups of this trial are
included in the relevant analysis
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? Unclear Methodof randomisation and allocation conceal-
ment not stated
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Mudie 2001: Acute (Continued)
Blinding of outcome assessor? Unclear Assessment completed at the same time as the
training
Intention to treat analysis? Unclear Not stated
Baseline similarity? Yes No significant differences between groups
Mudie 2001: Chronic
Methods (as Mudie 2001: Acute)
Participants
Interventions
Outcomes
Notes
Platz 2001
Methods Random allocation to 1 of 2 groups, with blocked randomisation according to side of stroke
Details of allocation concealment not stated
Participants 14 participants
Inclusion criteria: CT-proven stroke in middle cerebral artery territory, sub-acute phase, clinically
complete or almost complete recovery from hemiparesis, no cognitive impairment
Note: it is unclear whether or not these were pre-stated inclusion criteria, or whether these criteria
are descriptors of the included participants written following patient assessment
Interventions Group 1: unilateral training
Group 2: bilateral training
Each group completed 3 training tasks (fast and accurate aimingmovements, fast tappingmovements
with index finger, picking up and placing small wooden sticks)
Each participant completed training comprising of 10 practice blocks, each lasting 2.5 minutes
Tasks were completed in a repetitive way and serial order
Total training time was approximately 30 minutes per session, performed on 5 consecutive weekdays
Training was supervised by an occupational therapist
Outcomes Secondary outcome: motor impairment - temporal outcomes: total movement time (ms), MT/
first phase, MT/second phase, MT coefficient of variation (total movement time selected); spatial
outcomes: spatial error (mm), spatial error/first phase (spatial error selected)
All outcomes assessed for aiming movements during single task and dual task
Outcome data for single task aiming movement used for analysis
Notes Data extracted comprised least square means
Standard deviation for outcome not provided
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Platz 2001 (Continued)
Baseline standard deviation used as estimated value for both groups and imputed for the analysis
Number of participants in each group not stated; assumed 50% (7 participants) assigned to each
group
14 healthy controls were also recruited; numbers not included in participant numbers or in analysis
Movement time and spatial error data inverted for analysis (multiplied by -1)
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? Unclear Not stated
Blinding of outcome assessor? Unclear Not stated
Intention to treat analysis? Unclear Not stated
Baseline similarity? Yes Reported as comparable with regards to age,
gender, cortical versus subcortical/basal ganglia
stroke and severity of residual paresis
Stoykov 2009
Methods Randomised controlled trial
Stratified into 2 impairment levels based on Fugl-Meyer upper extremity scores (19 to 28 or 29 to
40)
Within each group of 12 participants a randomised computer-generated list provided group assign-
ment
Participants 24 participants
Inclusion criteria: Fugl-Meyer upper extremity score 19 to 40, ≥ 6 months post-stroke, cortical
or subcortical lesion, ability to follow 2-step commands, 18 to 80 years of age, no evidence of
cerebellum or brainstem involvement, no evidence of field cut, no evidence of neglect, ability to give
informed consent, no symptomatic cardiac failure or unstable angina, no uncontrolled hypertension,
no significant orthopaedic or pain conditions in affected upper extremity, no severe obstructive
pulmonary disease
Interventions Group 1 (12 participants): unilateral training
Group 2 (12 participants): bilateral training
Training consisted of 6 training tasks that incorporated both discrete movements (2 tasks) and
rhythmic movements (4 tasks), paced by a metronome
Initially most tasks completed for 20 repetitions, which was gradually increased to 40 repetitions
Therapeutic challenge was increased throughout the training period
3 training sessions of 1 hour duration completed each week for 8 weeks were completed
Profession of individual administering training not reported
Outcomes Primary outcome: functional movement - arm functional movement: Motor Assessment Scale (up-
per arm function and combined upper limb movements; upper arm function scores used for anal-
ysis); hand functional movement: Motor Assessment Scale (hand movements and advanced hand
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Stoykov 2009 (Continued)
movements; hand movement scores used for analysis)
Secondary outcome: motor impairment - motor impairment scales: Motor Status Score (total scale,
shoulder/elbow scale and wrist/hand scale; total scale selected for use in analysis); strength outcomes:
muscle strength comparator dynamometer for arm strength and Jamar dynamometer for grip strength
(arm strength outcome selected for use in analysis)
Notes Data presented in paper in graph format - mean and SE for Motor Assessment Scale and Motor
Status Score
Means estimated from graph and standard deviation calculated from estimated standard error to
allow for inclusion in statistical pooling
2 review authors independently estimated the values from the graphs; the average of the 2 estimates
was used in the analysis
Unable to include strength outcome in analysis as separate results for the 2 groups (unilateral and
bilateral) not presented
Anon-significant result between the groups reported in the paper on thesemeasures and this indicated
in the results section
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? No Computer-generated list provided group assign-
ment but first author enrolled participants and
provided both treatment interventions
Blinding of outcome assessor? Yes Single rater completed outcome assessments
blinded to group allocation and study methodol-
ogy
Intention to treat analysis? Unclear Not reported; no drop-outs reported
Baseline similarity? Yes No differences between groups evident
No significant differences reported between
groups in terms of age, years post-stroke or base-
line Fugl-Meyer upper extremity score
Summers 2007
Methods Randomised controlled trial
Participants randomly allocated to 1 of 2 groups
Method of randomisation and allocation concealment not stated
Participants 12 participants
Inclusion criteria: first stoke at least 3 months prior to intervention, no multiple infarctions, most
components of movement present in the affected extremity but impairment of function relative to
unaffected side, intact cognitive functions, no other neurological disorders
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Summers 2007 (Continued)
Interventions Group 1 (6 participants): unilateral
Group 2 (6 participants): bilateral
Participants performed 50 training trials of a dowel placement task (lifting a wooden dowel from
table and placing it on a shelf ) and 2 warm-up reaching trials during each session
6 sessions completed over a period of 6 days
Profession of individual administering training not reported
Outcomes Primary outcome: functional movement - arm functional movement: Modified Motor Assessment
Scale upper arm function and combined upper limb movements (upper arm function scores used
for analysis); hand functional movement: Modified Motor Assessment scale hand movements and
advanced hand movements (hand movement scores used for analysis)
Secondary outcome: motor impairment - temporal outcomes: movement time and velocity profile
(movement time selected); spatial outcomes: elbow angle and curvature of arm trajectories (elbow
angle selected)
TMS recorded but not relevant to this review
Notes SD for bilateral group equals 0 for upper arm functiononModifiedMotorAssessment Scale, therefore
effect size not estimable
Imputed control group SD to allow for statistical pooling
No SD presented for movement kinematics and therefore unsuitable for inclusion in statistical
pooling
2 participants excluded from movement time and elbow angle analysis due to technical difficulties
within the trial
Risk of bias
Item Authors’ judgement Description
Allocation concealment? Unclear Not stated
Blinding of outcome assessor? Yes Blinded to assignment of participants (for com-
pletion of motor assessment scale)
Unclear if blinded for assessment of movement
time and elbow angle outcomes
Intention to treat analysis? Unclear No mention of ITT
Baseline similarity? No Similar on variables of age, sex and affected side
Group 2 mean 6.3 years post-stroke, compared
with Group 1 mean of 4.0 years
AMPS: Assessment of Motor and Process Skills
ARAT: Action Research Arm Test
BATRAC: bilateral training with auditory cueing
BBT: box and block test
CT: computerised tomography
CVA: cerebrovascular accident
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DMTE: dose matched therapeutic exercises
EMG: electromyogram
fMRI: functional MRI
ITT: intention-to-treat
MMSE: Mimi Mental State Examination
MRI: magnetic resonance imaging
ms: metres per second
RCT: randomised controlled trial
ROM: range of movement
SD: standard deviation
SE: standard error
SEM: standard error of the mean
TEMPA: upper extremity performance test for the elderly
TMS: transcranial magnetic stimulation
WMAT: Wolf Motor Arm Test
WMFT: Wolf Motor Function Test
Characteristics of excluded studies [ordered by study ID]
Study Reason for exclusion
Altschuler 1998 All groups received bilateral training
Intervention of interest was method of completing bilateral training (mirror or transparent plastic)
Barnes 2006 Bilateral training but not RCT
Cauraugh 2003b All groups received bilateral training
Intervention of interest was active neuromuscular stimulation
Cauraugh 2009 Bilateral training completed in 2 groups; however, both groups also received neuromuscular stimulation
and only difference between groups was load added to unimpaired arm or not
Control group did not receive bilateral training or neuromuscular stimulation
Chan 2009 Both groups received bilateral training
Intervention of interest was functional electric stimulation
Chang 2007 Bilateral training but completed with assistive technology
Cunningham 2002 Bilateral training but not RCT
Dohle 2009 All groups received a form of bilateral training
Intervention of intervention was mirror therapy (mirror in situ or not while both limbs moved)
Garry 2005 Bilateral training but not RCT
Hesse 2003 Bilateral training but completed with assistive technology
Hesse 2005 Bilateral training but completed with assistive technology
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(Continued)
Hesse 2008 Bilateral training but completed with assistive technology
Lewis 2004a Bilateral training but not RCT
Lewis 2004b Randomised order trial of bilateral training but no relevant outcomes
Lum 2002 Bilateral training but completed with assistive technology
McCombe Waller 2004 Bilateral training but not RCT
McCombe Waller 2005 Bilateral training but not RCT
McCombe Waller 2006 Bilateral training but not RCT
Messier 2005 Bilateral training but not RCT
Messier 2006 Bilateral training but not RCT
Mudie 1996 Bilateral training but not RCT
Mudie 2000 Bilateral training but not RCT
Richards 2008 Bilateral training but not RCT
Rose 2004 Bilateral training but not RCT
Rose 2005 Bilateral training but not RCT
Stevens 2004 Bilateral training but not RCT
Stinear 2004 Bilateral training, however unaffected arm assisted hemiplegic arm using a device (assistive technology)
Stinear 2008 Bilateral training, however unaffected arm assisted hemiplegic arm using a device (assistive technology)
Tijs 2006 Bilateral training but not RCT
Whitall 2000 Bilateral training but not RCT
Yavuzer 2008 Both groups completed a form of bilateral training
Intervention of interest was mirror therapy (mirror in situ or not)
During session patients were asked to try and attempt the same movements with the paretic had while
moving non-paretic hand
RCT: randomised controlled trial
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Characteristics of studies awaiting assessment [ordered by study ID]
Aimet 2003
Methods 2 groups but unclear how participants allocated to each group
Participants 22 stroke patients
Interventions Group 1 trained both the arm extensor muscles of the paretic arm and both arms in one exercise unit
Group 2 trained only the extensors of the paretic arm on the arm press machine
Outcomes Arm extensor strength
Notes Poster abstracts only; attempting to contact authors regarding full methods of the review
Miller 2000
Methods Blocked randomisation
Participants Ongoing study
Interventions Control intervention: aimed at improving postural control and concentration
Treatment group: task-specific training of affected upper limb emphasising unilateral and bilateral functional activities
Outcomes Sensation, dexterity and motor recovery
Notes Poster abstract of an ongoing study; attempting to contact authors regarding details of intervention
NINDS 2006
Methods Cross-over study
Participants 40 chronic stroke patients
Interventions Group 1: single session unilateral paretic arm training
Group 2: single session bilateral arm training
Outcomes Reaching test, TMS
Notes Ongoing study
Whitall 2002
Methods RCT
Participants 72 participants
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Whitall 2002 (Continued)
Interventions Group 1: dose equivalent conventional OT/PT
Group 2: bilateral arm training with rhythmic auditory cueing
Outcomes Motor function, upper-limb daily use, quality of life, TMS
Notes Larger study of Luft 2004
Ongoing study
Contacted author who indicated that the study is in the process of being written up and will hopefully be published
by the end of 2009
This publication will be reviewed for inclusion in updates of the review
OT: occupational therapy
PT: physiotherapy
RCT: randomised controlled trial
TMS: transcranial magnetic stimulation
Characteristics of ongoing studies [ordered by study ID]
Cauraugh 2006
Trial name or title Subacute stroke recovery (upper extremity motor function): bimanual co-ordination training
Methods Treatment, randomised, double-blind (participant, outcomes assessor), dose comparison, parallel assignment,
efficacy study
Participants 44 participants
Inclusion criteria: ability to complete 10º of wrist or finger extension from a 60 to 65º flexed position; score
less than 56 on the upper extremity subscale of the Fugl-Meyer Assessment; ability to voluntarily activate slight
movements in the wrist and fingers so that the EMG activity reaches a minimal level on the microprocessor
for electrical stimulation to be activated; unilateral, first stroke of ischaemic or haemorrhagic origin in the
carotid artery distribution; free of major post-stroke complications; able to attend therapy 2 days/week or 4
days/week for 2 weeks; score at least 16 on the MMSE; able to discriminate sharp from dull and light touch
using traditional sensation tests
Exclusion criteria: hemiparetic arm is insensate; motor impairments from stroke on opposite side of body;
pre-existing neurological disorders such as Parkinson’s disease, multiple sclerosis, or dementia; legal blindness
or severe visual impairment; life expectancy less than 1 year; severe arthritis or orthopaedic problems that
limit passive range of motion of upper extremity joints (passive finger extension < 40º; passive wrist extension
< 40º; passive elbow extension < 40º; shoulder flexion/abduction < 80º); history of sustained alcoholism or
drug abuse in the last 6 months; has pacemaker or other implanted device; pregnant
Interventions Behavioural: bilateral movement practice + neuromuscular electrical stimulation
Behavioural: bilateral motor practice + neuromuscular electrical stimulation
Behavioural: sham electrical stimulation + bilateral motor practice
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Cauraugh 2006 (Continued)
Outcomes Fugl-Meyer Upper Extremity Motor Test
Box and Block Test
Wolf Motor Function Test
Fractionated Reaction Time and Sustained Muscle Contraction
Starting date August 2006
Contact information James H Cauraugh PhD
jcaura@hhp.ufl.edu
Notes Trial due to complete July 2009
We have contacted the investigators of this trial to identify if this study is the same as reported Cauraugh
2009 (excluded trial)
Thonnard 2009
Trial name or title Effect of rehabilitation of patients with a central nervous system lesion
Methods Supportive care, single-blind (outcomes assessor), cross-over assignment
Participants 15 participants
Inclusion criteria: adult minimum 6months after first stroke, minimal prehension of both hands, not diabetic,
no other upper limb pathologies, more than MMSE 26
Interventions Experimental: bilateral and unilateral prehension-oriented rehabilitation to enhance prehension
Outcomes Prehension functionality
Starting date September 2006
Contact information Jean-Louis Thonnard
jean-louis.thonnard@uclouvain.be
Notes Trial due to complete September 2009
EMG: electromyogram
MMSE: Mini Mental Status Examination
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D A T A A N D A N A L Y S E S
Comparison 1. Bilateral training versus usual care
Outcome or subgroup title
No. of
studies
No. of
participants Statistical method Effect size
1 Performance in activities of daily
living
3 106 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.25 [-0.14, 0.63]
2 Functional movement of the
upper limb
4 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only
2.1 Arm functional movement 4 127 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -0.07 [-0.42, 0.28]
2.2 Hand functional
movement
2 73 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -0.04 [-0.50, 0.42]
3 Performance in extended
activities of daily living
1 40 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.15 [-0.47, 0.77]
4 Motor impairment of the upper
limb
4 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only
4.1 Motor impairment scales 4 127 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.43 [0.06, 0.81]
4.2 Temporal outcomes 2 66 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.04 [-0.45, 0.52]
4.3 Spatial outcomes 1 33 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.25 [-0.43, 0.94]
4.4 Strength outcomes 2 54 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -0.18 [-0.72, 0.36]
Comparison 2. Bilateral training versus other upper limb intervention
Outcome or subgroup title
No. of
studies
No. of
participants Statistical method Effect size
1 Performance in activities of daily
living
3 151 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -0.25 [-0.57, 0.08]
2 Functional movement of the
upper limb
6 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only
2.1 Arm functional movement 6 209 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -0.20 [-0.49, 0.09]
2.2 Hand functional
movement
4 173 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -0.21 [-0.51, 0.09]
3 Performance in extended
activities of daily living
1 40 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -0.65 [-1.29, -0.01]
4 Motor impairment 12 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Subtotals only
4.1 Motor impairment scales 4 175 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -0.25 [-0.55, 0.05]
4.2 Temporal outcomes 5 79 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) 0.46 [-0.03, 0.95]
4.3 Spatial outcomes 2 24 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) Not estimable
4.4 Strength outcomes 7 130 Std. Mean Difference (IV, Fixed, 95% CI) -0.07 [-0.59, 0.46]
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Analysis 1.1. Comparison 1 Bilateral training versus usual care, Outcome 1 Performance in activities of
daily living.
Review: Simultaneous bilateral training for improving arm function after stroke
Comparison: 1 Bilateral training versus usual care
Outcome: 1 Performance in activities of daily living
Study or subgroup Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference Weight Std. Mean Difference
N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI
Desrosiers 2005 17 35.6 (4.7) 16 33.2 (9) 30.9 % 0.33 [ -0.36, 1.02 ]
Lin 2009a 20 119.15 (10.7) 20 116.65 (8.34) 37.8 % 0.26 [ -0.37, 0.88 ]
Lin 2009b 16 118.84 (11.75) 17 117.14 (9.63) 31.3 % 0.15 [ -0.53, 0.84 ]
Total (95% CI) 53 53 100.0 % 0.25 [ -0.14, 0.63 ]
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 0.13, df = 2 (P = 0.94); I2 =0.0%
Test for overall effect: Z = 1.26 (P = 0.21)
Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
-10 -5 0 5 10
Favours control Favours experimental
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Analysis 1.2. Comparison 1 Bilateral training versus usual care, Outcome 2 Functional movement of the
upper limb.
Review: Simultaneous bilateral training for improving arm function after stroke
Comparison: 1 Bilateral training versus usual care
Outcome: 2 Functional movement of the upper limb
Study or subgroup Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference Weight Std. Mean Difference
N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI
1 Arm functional movement
Desrosiers 2005 17 23.5 (14.3) 16 26.6 (16.5) 26.2 % -0.20 [ -0.88, 0.49 ]
Lin 2009a 20 1.31 (0.95) 20 0.99 (1.16) 31.5 % 0.30 [ -0.33, 0.92 ]
Lin 2009b 16 1.34 (0.92) 17 1.61 (1.04) 26.1 % -0.27 [ -0.95, 0.42 ]
Luft 2004 9 3.32 (18.87) 12 11.09 (29.9) 16.2 % -0.29 [ -1.16, 0.58 ]
Subtotal (95% CI) 62 65 100.0 % -0.07 [ -0.42, 0.28 ]
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 2.01, df = 3 (P = 0.57); I2 =0.0%
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.42 (P = 0.68)
2 Hand functional movement
Desrosiers 2005 17 3.2 (3.1) 16 4.3 (3.2) 44.9 % -0.34 [ -1.03, 0.35 ]
Lin 2009a 20 43.25 (33.88) 20 36.25 (31.03) 55.1 % 0.21 [ -0.41, 0.83 ]
Subtotal (95% CI) 37 36 100.0 % -0.04 [ -0.50, 0.42 ]
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 1.36, df = 1 (P = 0.24); I2 =27%
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.16 (P = 0.88)
-10 -5 0 5 10
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Analysis 1.3. Comparison 1 Bilateral training versus usual care, Outcome 3 Performance in extended
activities of daily living.
Review: Simultaneous bilateral training for improving arm function after stroke
Comparison: 1 Bilateral training versus usual care
Outcome: 3 Performance in extended activities of daily living
Study or subgroup Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference Weight Std. Mean Difference
N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI
Lin 2009a 20 68.13 (20.44) 20 65 (20) 100.0 % 0.15 [ -0.47, 0.77 ]
Total (95% CI) 20 20 100.0 % 0.15 [ -0.47, 0.77 ]
Heterogeneity: not applicable
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.48 (P = 0.63)
Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
-100 -50 0 50 100
Favours control Favours experimental
Analysis 1.4. Comparison 1 Bilateral training versus usual care, Outcome 4 Motor impairment of the upper
limb.
Review: Simultaneous bilateral training for improving arm function after stroke
Comparison: 1 Bilateral training versus usual care
Outcome: 4 Motor impairment of the upper limb
Study or subgroup Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference Weight Std. Mean Difference
N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI
1 Motor impairment scales
Desrosiers 2005 17 46.1 (18.4) 16 51.3 (14.1) 29.7 % -0.31 [ -1.00, 0.38 ]
Lin 2009a 20 52.25 (9.06) 20 51.25 (12.59) 36.5 % 0.09 [ -0.53, 0.71 ]
Lin 2009b 16 57.63 (1.03) 17 54.99 (1) 15.7 % 2.54 [ 1.59, 3.48 ]
Luft 2004 9 3.56 (4.32) 12 1.33 (4.05) 18.1 % 0.51 [ -0.37, 1.40 ]
Subtotal (95% CI) 62 65 100.0 % 0.43 [ 0.06, 0.81 ]
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 24.77, df = 3 (P = 0.00002); I2 =88%
Test for overall effect: Z = 2.27 (P = 0.023)
2 Temporal outcomes
Desrosiers 2005 17 8.1 (5.8) 16 10.2 (7.4) 50.2 % -0.31 [ -1.00, 0.38 ]
-10 -5 0 5 10
Favours control Favours experimental
(Continued . . . )
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(. . . Continued)
Study or subgroup Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference Weight Std. Mean Difference
N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI
Lin 2009b 16 -0.02 (0.03) 17 -0.03 (0.02) 49.8 % 0.39 [ -0.30, 1.07 ]
Subtotal (95% CI) 33 33 100.0 % 0.04 [ -0.45, 0.52 ]
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 1.95, df = 1 (P = 0.16); I2 =49%
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.15 (P = 0.88)
3 Spatial outcomes
Lin 2009b 16 -1.23 (0.35) 17 -1.3 (0.16) 100.0 % 0.25 [ -0.43, 0.94 ]
Subtotal (95% CI) 16 17 100.0 % 0.25 [ -0.43, 0.94 ]
Heterogeneity: not applicable
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.72 (P = 0.47)
4 Strength outcomes
Desrosiers 2005 17 26.4 (25.4) 16 31.1 (28.8) 61.6 % -0.17 [ -0.85, 0.51 ]
Luft 2004 9 0.23 (0.54) 12 0.39 (0.9) 38.4 % -0.20 [ -1.07, 0.67 ]
Subtotal (95% CI) 26 28 100.0 % -0.18 [ -0.72, 0.36 ]
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 0.00, df = 1 (P = 0.96); I2 =0.0%
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.66 (P = 0.51)
-10 -5 0 5 10
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Analysis 2.1. Comparison 2 Bilateral training versus other upper limb intervention, Outcome 1
Performance in activities of daily living.
Review: Simultaneous bilateral training for improving arm function after stroke
Comparison: 2 Bilateral training versus other upper limb intervention
Outcome: 1 Performance in activities of daily living
Study or subgroup Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference Weight Std. Mean Difference
N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI
Lin 2009a 20 119.15 (10.7) 20 122.05 (5.6) 26.8 % -0.33 [ -0.96, 0.29 ]
Lum 2006 5 0.8 (1.34) 9 3.7 (3) 7.4 % -1.06 [ -2.24, 0.13 ]
Morris 2008 51 83 (16.2) 46 85.1 (19.2) 65.7 % -0.12 [ -0.52, 0.28 ]
Total (95% CI) 76 75 100.0 % -0.25 [ -0.57, 0.08 ]
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 2.26, df = 2 (P = 0.32); I2 =12%
Test for overall effect: Z = 1.49 (P = 0.14)
Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
-10 -5 0 5 10
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Analysis 2.2. Comparison 2 Bilateral training versus other upper limb intervention, Outcome 2 Functional
movement of the upper limb.
Review: Simultaneous bilateral training for improving arm function after stroke
Comparison: 2 Bilateral training versus other upper limb intervention
Outcome: 2 Functional movement of the upper limb
Study or subgroup Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference Std. Mean Difference
N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI
1 Arm functional movement
Cauraugh 2002 10 27 (0) 10 22 (0) 0.0 [ 0.0, 0.0 ]
Cauraugh 2008 8 12.75 (11.65) 8 11.75 (9.72) 0.09 [ -0.89, 1.07 ]
Lin 2009a 20 1.31 (0.95) 20 1.76 (0.86) -0.49 [ -1.12, 0.14 ]
Morris 2008 51 27.9 (19.5) 46 34.3 (19.8) -0.32 [ -0.72, 0.08 ]
Stoykov 2009 12 2.31 (2.59) 12 1.86 (1.06) 0.22 [ -0.58, 1.03 ]
Summers 2007 6 6 (1.67) 6 5 (1.67) 0.55 [ -0.61, 1.72 ]
Subtotal (95% CI) 107 102 -0.20 [ -0.49, 0.09 ]
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 4.16, df = 4 (P = 0.38); I2 =4%
Test for overall effect: Z = 1.35 (P = 0.18)
2 Hand functional movement
Lin 2009a 20 43.25 (33.88) 20 54.75 (21.2) -0.40 [ -1.03, 0.23 ]
Morris 2008 51 -126 (101) 46 -104 (85) -0.23 [ -0.63, 0.17 ]
Stoykov 2009 12 1.83 (2.23) 12 1.55 (1.97) 0.13 [ -0.67, 0.93 ]
Summers 2007 6 3.7 (2.07) 6 3.8 (2.14) -0.04 [ -1.18, 1.09 ]
Subtotal (95% CI) 89 84 -0.21 [ -0.51, 0.09 ]
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 1.14, df = 3 (P = 0.77); I2 =0.0%
Test for overall effect: Z = 1.35 (P = 0.18)
Test for subgroup differences: Chi2 = 0.00, df = 1 (P = 0.97), I2 =0.0%
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Analysis 2.3. Comparison 2 Bilateral training versus other upper limb intervention, Outcome 3
Performance in extended activities of daily living.
Review: Simultaneous bilateral training for improving arm function after stroke
Comparison: 2 Bilateral training versus other upper limb intervention
Outcome: 3 Performance in extended activities of daily living
Study or subgroup Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference Weight Std. Mean Difference
N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI
Lin 2009a 20 68.13 (20.44) 20 79.63 (13.36) 100.0 % -0.65 [ -1.29, -0.01 ]
Total (95% CI) 20 20 100.0 % -0.65 [ -1.29, -0.01 ]
Heterogeneity: not applicable
Test for overall effect: Z = 2.01 (P = 0.045)
Test for subgroup differences: Not applicable
-100 -50 0 50 100
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Analysis 2.4. Comparison 2 Bilateral training versus other upper limb intervention, Outcome 4 Motor
impairment.
Review: Simultaneous bilateral training for improving arm function after stroke
Comparison: 2 Bilateral training versus other upper limb intervention
Outcome: 4 Motor impairment
Study or subgroup Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference Std. Mean Difference
N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI
1 Motor impairment scales
Lin 2009a 20 52.25 (9.06) 20 52.3 (7.17) -0.01 [ -0.63, 0.61 ]
Lum 2006 5 2.4 (3.35) 9 4.3 (4.2) -0.45 [ -1.56, 0.66 ]
Morris 2008 51 5.5 (3.5) 46 7.1 (3.8) -0.44 [ -0.84, -0.03 ]
Stoykov 2009 12 41.64 (16.8) 12 38.95 (14.98) 0.16 [ -0.64, 0.97 ]
Subtotal (95% CI) 88 87 -0.25 [ -0.55, 0.05 ]
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 2.56, df = 3 (P = 0.47); I2 =0.0%
Test for overall effect: Z = 1.65 (P = 0.099)
2 Temporal outcomes
Cauraugh 2002 9 -227 (34) 9 -255 (35) 0.77 [ -0.19, 1.74 ]
-10 -5 0 5 10
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(. . . Continued)
Study or subgroup Experimental Control Std. Mean Difference Std. Mean Difference
N Mean(SD) N Mean(SD) IV,Fixed,95% CI IV,Fixed,95% CI
Cauraugh 2005 11 -619 (185) 10 -662 (191) 0.22 [ -0.64, 1.08 ]
Cauraugh 2008 8 -73.67 (15.55) 8 -90.84 (15.55) 1.04 [ -0.02, 2.11 ]
Platz 2001 7 -760 (368) 7 -715 (368) -0.11 [ -1.16, 0.93 ]
Summers 2007 6 -1.89 (0) 4 -2.74 (0) 0.0 [ 0.0, 0.0 ]
Subtotal (95% CI) 41 38 0.46 [ -0.03, 0.95 ]
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 3.01, df = 3 (P = 0.39); I2 =0%
Test for overall effect: Z = 1.85 (P = 0.064)
3 Spatial outcomes
Platz 2001 7 -7 (3) 7 -7 (3) 0.0 [ -1.05, 1.05 ]
Summers 2007 6 123.82 (0) 4 140.38 (0) 0.0 [ 0.0, 0.0 ]
Subtotal (95% CI) 13 11 0.0 [ -1.05, 1.05 ]
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 0.0, df = 0 (P = 1.00); I2 =0.0%
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.0 (P = 1.0)
4 Strength outcomes
Cauraugh 2002 10 0 (0) 10 0 (0) 0.0 [ 0.0, 0.0 ]
Cauraugh 2003a 10 2.46 (0.13) 10 2.14 (0.13) 2.36 [ 1.16, 3.55 ]
Cauraugh 2008 8 0 (0) 8 0 (0) 0.0 [ 0.0, 0.0 ]
Lum 2006 5 3.2 (2.23) 9 10.1 (7.2) -1.07 [ -2.26, 0.12 ]
Mudie 2001: Acute 9 3.46 (2.99) 9 5.86 (3.32) -0.72 [ -1.69, 0.24 ]
Mudie 2001: Chronic 9 5.74 (3.79) 9 7.18 (5.03) -0.31 [ -1.24, 0.62 ]
Stoykov 2009 12 0 (0) 12 0 (0) 0.0 [ 0.0, 0.0 ]
Subtotal (95% CI) 63 67 -0.07 [ -0.59, 0.46 ]
Heterogeneity: Chi2 = 20.55, df = 3 (P = 0.00013); I2 =85%
Test for overall effect: Z = 0.26 (P = 0.80)
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A D D I T I O N A L T A B L E S
Table 1. Demographics of included participants
Study Number of par-
ticipants
Age Gender (F/M) Time since
stroke
Side of stroke
(L/R)
Type of stroke
Cauraugh 2002 25 (only 20 rel-
evant to this re-
view)
Mean: 63.7 years
(SD not stated)
4/21 39.1 months 13/12 Not stated
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Table 1. Demographics of included participants (Continued)
Cauraugh 2005 21 Unilat-
eral group mean:
63.29 years (SD
10.81 years)
Bilat-
eral group mean:
69.37 years (SD
10.14 years)
Unilateral: 4/6
Bilateral: 6/5
Unilateral: 3.57
years (SD 2.42
years)
Bilat-
eral: 4.73 years
(SD 3.52 years)
Unilateral: 4/6
Bilateral: 2/9
Not stated
Cauraugh 2008 16 Unilateral:
group
mean: 66.6 years
(SD12.35 years)
Bilat-
eral group mean:
65.04 years (SD
12.47 years)
Unilateral: 3/5
Bilateral: 3/5
Uni-
lateral: 4.2 years
(SD 9.13 years)
Bilat-
eral: 1.41 years
(SD 0.89 years)
Unilateral: 5/3
Bilateral: 3/5
Not stated
Cauraugh 2003a 20 Mean: 63.03
years
4/16 33.86 months 11/9 Not stated
Chang 2006 20 Mean: 56 years
(SD 10.54 years)
3/17 404.7 days (SD
565.06 days)
12days to 6 years
11/9 3 haemorrhagic,
17 infarct
Desrosiers 2005 41 Usual care: 74.3
years (SD 10.1
years)
Bilateral group:
72.2 years (SD
10.8 years)
Usual care: 11/
10
Bilateral: 11/9
Usual care: 35.4
days (SD 33.7
days)*
Bi-
lateral: 34.2 days
(SD 34.4 days)*
*times reported
are times from
acute admission
to admission to
rehabil-
itation unit, not
time since stroke
Usual care: 10/
11
Bilateral: 13/7
Usual care: 21 is-
chaemic, 11 la-
cunar, 8 sylvian,
2 vertebrobasilar
Bilateral:
19 ischaemic, 1
haemor-
rhagic, 9 lacunar,
7 sylvian, 3 ver-
tebrobasilar
Dickstein 1993 25 Mean: 73 years
(SD 1.45 years)
11/14 2.5 months (SD
2.22 months)
12/13 24 thromboem-
bolic brain in-
farction in terri-
tory of internal
carotid artery
1 head trauma
Harris-Love
2005
32 Mean: 57 years
(SD 14 years)
17/15 Median: 1.95
years
19/13 Unilateral
ischaemic stroke
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Table 1. Demographics of included participants (Continued)
Kilbreath 2006 13 Mean
: 67.9 years (SD
8.3 years)
5/8 36.1 months
(SD 18.0
months)
11/2 Not stated
Lin 2009a 60 Usual care:
50.70 years (SD
13.93 years)
Other
upper limb in-
tervention (CIT)
: 55.28 years (SD
9.34 years)
Bilateral : 51.58
years (SD 8.67
years)
Usual care: 9/11
CIT: 9/11
Bilateral: 8/12
Usual care:
21.90 months
(SD 20.51
months)
CIT: 21.25
months (SD
21.59 months)
Bilateral: 18.50
months (SD
17.40 months)
Usual care: 8/12
CIT: 12/8
Bilateral: 9/11
Not stated
Lin 2009b 33 Usual care: 55.5
years (SD 13.17
years)
Bilateral : 52.08
years (SD 9.60
years)
Usual care: 8/9
Bilateral: 6/10
13.12 months
(SD 8.13
months)
13.94 months
(12.73 months)
Usual care: 8/9
Bilateral: 9/7
Not stated
Luft 2004 21 DMTE: 59.6
years (SD 10.5
years)
BATRAC : 63.3
years (SD 15.3
years)
DMTE: 7/5
BATRAC: 2/7
DMTE:median:
45.5 months
(IQR 22.6 to
66.3 months)
BATRAC: me-
dian: 75 months
(IQR 37.9 to
84.5 months)
DMTE: 4/8
BATRAC: 3/6
DMTE: 6 corti-
cal, 4 subcorti-
cal, 2 brainstem
BATRAC: 6 cor-
tical, 2 subcorti-
cal, 1 brainstem
Lum 2006 30 (only 14 rel-
evant to this re-
view)
Unilateral mean:
69.8 years (SEM
4.0 years)
Bilateral mean:
72.2 years (SEM
11.7 years)
Unilateral: 4/5
Bilateral: 3/2
Unilateral: 10
weeks (SEM 1.9
weeks)
Bilateral: 6.2
weeks (SEM 1.0
weeks)
Unilateral: 4/5
Bilateral: 2/3
Not stated
Morris 2008 106 Unilateral mean:
67.8 years (SD
9.9 years)
Bilateral mean:
67.9 years (SD
13.1 years)
Unilateral: 23/
27
Bilateral: 22/34
Uni-
lateral: 23.2 days
(SD 5.7 days)
Bilateral: 22.6
days (5.6 days)
Unilateral: 23/
27
Bilateral: 29/27
Unilateral:
6 ischaemic, 44
haemorrhagic; 2
TACS, 28 PACs,
18
lacunar, 2 poste-
rior circulation
Bilateral:
3 ischaemic, 53
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Table 1. Demographics of included participants (Continued)
haemorrhagic: 3
TACs, 31 PACs,
21
lacunar, 1 poste-
rior circulation
Mudie 2001:
Acute
18 Unilateral mean:
77.9 years (SD
9.2 years)
Bilateral mean:
71.9 years (SD
5.8 years)
Unilateral: 5/4
Bilateral:
3/6
Unilateral: 1.8
months (SD 0.6
months)
Bilateral: 1.9
months (SD 1.1
months)
Unilateral: 4/5
Bilateral: 3/6
Uni-
lateral: 5 MCA,
1 basal ganglia, 3
lacunar infarct
Bilateral: 3
MCA, 1 tumour,
2 cortical, 1 pon-
tine, 1 lacunar,
1 occluded inter-
nal carotid artery
Mudie 2001:
Chronic
18 Unilateral mean:
65.7 years (SD
13.1 years)
Bilateral mean:
64.6 years (SD
10.9 years)
Unilateral: 2/7
Bilateral:
0/9
Unilateral: 90.0
months (SD 117
months)
Bilateral: 34.2
months (SD
37.2 months)
Unilateral: 5/4
Bilateral: 3/6
Unilateral: 7
MCA, 2 lacunar
Bilateral: 6
MCA, 1 subcor-
tical, 1 occluded
internal carotid
artery,
1 after clipped
aneurysm
Platz 2001 14 Mean: 55.9 years
(SD 11.6 years)
5/9 Not stated 7/7 14 ischaemic in
the territory of
the MCA:
- 6 basal gan-
glia and/or inter-
nal capsule
- 2 pure subcor-
tical infarct
- 4 corti-
cal and subcorti-
cal involvement
- 2 cortical, sub-
cortical and basal
ganglia
Stoykov 2009 24 Unilateral mean:
64.75 years (SD
11.1 years)
Bilateral mean:
63.8 years (SD
12.6 years)
Unilateral: 5/7
Bilateral: 3/9
Unilateral: 10.2
years (SD 10.1
years)
Bilateral:
9.5 years (SD 5.4
years)
Not stated Unilateral: 2 cor-
tical, 4 subcorti-
cal, 6 both
Bilateral: 5 cor-
tical, 2 subcorti-
cal, 5 both
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Table 1. Demographics of included participants (Continued)
Summers 2007 12 Unilateral mean:
60 years (SD 14
years)
Bilateral mean:
63.16 years (SD
16 years)
Unilateral: 3/3
Bilateral: 4/2
Unilateral:
4.0 years (SD 3.1
years)
Bilateral:
6.3 years (SD 5.2
years)
Unilateral: 1/4/1
bilateral MCA
Bilateral: 2/4
Unilat-
eral: 1 lacunar in-
farct, 1 cerebel-
lar intracerebral,
1 ischaemic,
1 frontal/tempo-
ral, 2 MCA
Bilateral:
2 MCA, 1 corti-
cal lesion, 1 in-
ternal capsule, 2
ischaemic
BATRAC: bilateral training with auditory cueing
CIT: constraint-induced therapy
DMTE: dose-matched therapeutic exercises
F: female
IQR: interquartile range
L: left
M: male
MCA: middle cerebral artery
PACS: partial anterior circulation syndrome
R: right
SD: standard deviation
SEM: standard error of the mean
TACS: total anterior circulation syndrome
A P P E N D I C E S
Appendix 1. MEDLINE search strategy
We used the following search strategy, using a combination of controlled vocabulary (MeSH) and free-text terms, for MEDLINE. This
was modified to suit other databases (see Appendix 2; Appendix 3; Appendix 4).
1. cerebrovascular disorders/ or exp basal ganglia cerebrovascular disease/ or exp brain ischemia/ or exp carotid artery diseases/ or
exp cerebrovascular trauma/ or exp intracranial arterial diseases/ or exp intracranial arteriovenous malformations/ or exp “intracranial
embolism and thrombosis”/ or exp intracranial hemorrhages/ or stroke/ or exp brain infarction/ or vasospasm, intracranial/ or vertebral
artery dissection/
2. (stroke or poststroke or post-stroke or cerebrovasc$ or brain vasc$ or cerebral vasc$ or cva$ or apoplex$ or SAH).tw.
3. ((brain$ or cerebr$ or cerebell$ or intracran$ or intracerebral) adj5 (isch?emi$ or infarct$ or thrombo$ or emboli$ or occlus$)).tw.
4. ((brain$ or cerebr$ or cerebell$ or intracerebral or intracranial or subarachnoid) adj5 (haemorrhage$ or hemorrhage$ or haematoma$
or hematoma$ or bleed$)).tw.
5. hemiplegia/ or exp paresis/
6. (hemipleg$ or hemipar$ or paresis or paretic).tw.
7. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6
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8.*cerebrovascular disorders/rh or exp *basal ganglia cerebrovascular disease/rh or exp *brain ischemia/rh or exp *carotid artery diseases/
rh or exp *cerebrovascular trauma/rh or exp *intracranial arterial diseases/rh or exp *intracranial arteriovenous malformations/rh or
exp *“intracranial embolism and thrombosis”/rh or exp *intracranial hemorrhages/rh or *stroke/rh or exp *brain infarction/rh or
*vasospasm, intracranial/rh or *vertebral artery dissection/rh
9. *hemiplegia/rh or exp *paresis/rh
10. 8 or 9
11. exp Upper Extremity/
12. (upper adj3 (limb$ or extremity)).tw.
13. (arm or shoulder or elbow or forearm or hand or wrist or finger or fingers).tw.
14. 11 or 12 or 13
15. rehabilitation/ or “recovery of function”/
16. physical therapy modalities/ or “Physical Therapy (Specialty)”/
17. exercise movement techniques/ or exercise/ or exercise therapy/
18. range of motion, articular/ or movement/ or motor activity/ or kinesiology, applied/
19. “task performance and analysis”/
20. occupational therapy/ or activities of daily living/
21. “Physical Education and Training”/ or motor skills/
22. (rehabilitation or recovery of function or physiotherap$ or physical therap$ or exercise$ or movement$ or motor activit$ or
occupational therap$ or activities of daily living or adl).tw.
23. ((bilateral or bimanual) adj5 (train$ or retrain$ or facilitat$ or function$ or activit$)).tw.
24. ((mirror$ or coupled) adj5 movement$).tw
25. or/15-24
26. 10 and 14
27. 7 and 14 and 25
28. 26 or 27
29. limit 28 to humans
Appendix 2. EMBASE search strategy
We used the following search strategy, using a combination of controlled vocabulary (MeSH) and free-text terms, for EMBASE.
1. cerbrovascular disease/or exp basal ganglion hemorrhage/ or exp brain ischemia/ or exp carotid artery disease/ or cerebrovascular
accident/ or exp brain infarction/ or exp cerebrovascular accident/ or exp brain ischemia/ or exp cerebral artery disease/ or brain
arteriovenous malformations/ or exp thromboembolism/ or exp brain hemorrhage/ or *brain vasospasm/ or artery dissection/
2. (stroke or poststroke or post-stroke or cerebrovasc$ or brain vasc$ or cerebral vasc$ or cva$ or apoplex$ or SAH).tw.
3. ((brain$ or cerebr$ or cerebell$ or intracran$ or intracerebral) adj5 (isch?emi$ or infarct$ or thrombo$ or emboli$ or occlus$)).tw.
4. ((brain$ or cerebr$ or cerebell$ or intracerebral or intracranial or subarachnoid) adj5 (haemorrhage$ or hemorrhage$ or haematoma$
or hematoma$ or bleed$)).tw.
5. hemiplegia/ or exp paresis
6. (hemipleg$ or hemipar$ or paresis or paretic).tw.
7. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6
8. *cerebrovascular disease/rh or exp *basal ganglion hemorrhage /rh or exp *brain ischemia/rh or exp *carotid artery disease/rh or
*cerebrovascular accident/rh or exp *brain infarction/rh or exp *cerebrovascular accident/rh or exp *brain ischemia/rh or exp *cerebral
artery disease/rh or *brain arteriovenous malformations/rh or exp *thromboembolism/rh or exp *brain hemorrhage/rh or *brain
vasospasm/rh or *artery dissection/rh
9. *hemiplegia/rh or exp *paresis/rh
10. 8 or 9
11. exp arm/
12. (upper adj3 (limb$ or extremity)).tw.
13. (arm or shoulder or elbow or forearm or hand or wrist or finger or fingers).tw.
14. 11 or 12 or 13
15. rehabilitation/ or convalescence/
16. physiotherapy/
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17. kinesiotherapy/ or exercise/ or kinesiotherapy/
18. joint characteristics and functions/ or “movement (physiology)”/ or motor activity/ or kinesiology/
19. task performance/
20. occupational therapy/ or daily life activity/
21. physical education/ or motor performance/
22. (rehabilitation or recovery of function or physiotherap$ or physical therap$ or exercise$ or movement$ or motor activit$ or
occupational therap$ or activities of daily living or adl).tw.
23. ((bilateral or bimanual) adj5 (train$ or retrain$ or facilitat$ or function$ or activit$)).tw.
24. ((mirror$ or coupled) adj5 movement$).tw
25. or/15-24
26. 10 and 14
27. 7 and 14 and 25
28. 26 or 27
29. limit 28 to humans
Appendix 3. CINAHL search strategy
1. MH “Cerebrovascular Disorders+”
2. MH “Carotid Artery Diseases+”
3. MH “Cerebral Aneurysm”
4. MH “Cerebral Embolism and Thrombosis”
5. MH ”Cerebral Ischemia+“
6. MH ”Cerebral Vasospasm“
7. MH ”Intracranial Hemorrhage+“
8. MH ”Vertebral Artery Dissections“)
9. S1 or S2 or S3 or S4 or S5 or S6 or S7 or S8
10. stroke or poststroke or post-stroke or cerebrovasc* or brain vasc* or cerebral vasc* or cva* or apoplex* or SAH
11. brain* or cerebr* or cerebell* or intracran* or intracerebral n5 isc?emi* or infarct* or thrombo* or emboli* or occlus*
12. brain* or cerebr* pr cerebell* or intracerebral or intracranial or subarachnoid n5 haemorrhage* or hemorrhage* or haematoma* or
bleed*
13. mh hemiplegia or mh stroke patients
14. hemipleg* or hemipar* or paresis or paretic.tw.
15. S9 or S10 or S11 or S12 or S13 or S14
16. mm cerebrovascular disorders/rh
17. mh carotid artery diseases+/rh
18. mm cerebral aneurysm/rh
19. mm ”cerebral embolism and thrombosis“/rh
20. mh cerebral ischemia+/rh
21. mm cerebral vascular accident/rh
22. mm cerebral vasospasm/rh
23. mh intracranial hemorrhage+/rh
24. mm vertebral artery dissections/rh
25. S16 or S17 or S18 or S19 or S20 or S21 or S22 or S23 or S24
26. mm hemiplegia/rh
27. S25 or S26
28. mh upper extremity+
29. upper n3 limb* or extremity.tw.
30. arm or shoulder or elbow or forearm or hand or wrist or finger or fingers.tw.
31. S28 or S29 or S30
32. mh rehabilitation
33. mh ”activities of daily living“
34. mh home rehabilitation+
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35. mh occupational therapy+
36. mh physical therapy+
37. S32 or S33 or S34 or S35 or S36
38. mh occupational therapists
39. mh occupational therapy assistants
40. mh physical therapists
41. S38 or S39 or S40
42. mh exercise+
43. mh therapeutic exercise+
44. mh exercise intensity
45. S42 or S43 or S44
46. mh kinesiology
47. mh applied kinesiology
48. mh recovery
49. S46 or S47 or S48
50. mh movement
51. mh motor activity
52. mh range of motion
53. S50 or S51 or S52
54. mh ”Task Performance and Analysis“
55. mh ”Physical Education and Training“
56. mh motor skills+
57. S55 or S56
58. rehabilitation or recovery of function or physiotherapy* or physical therap* or exercise* or movement* or motor active* or
occupational therap* or activities of daily living or adl.tw.
59. bilateral or bimanual n5 train* or retrain* or facilitate* or function* or activit*.tw.
60. mirror* or coupled n5 movemen*.tw.
61. 37 or 41 or 45 or 49 or 53 or 54 or 57 or 58 or 59 or 60
62. 27 and 31
63. 15 and 31 and 61
64. 62 or 63
Appendix 4. AMED search strategy
1. cerebrovascular disorders/ or cerebral hemorrhage/ or cerebral infarction/ or cerebral ischemia/ or cerebrovascular accident/
2. (stroke or poststroke or post-stroke or cerebrovasc$ or brain vasc$ or cerebral vasc$ or cva$ or apoplex$ or SAH).tw.
3. ((brain$ or cerebr$ or cerebell$ or intracran$ or intracerebral) adj5 (isch?emi$ or infarct$ or thrombo$ or emboli$ or occlus$)).tw.
4. ((brain$ or cerebr$ or cerebell$ or intracerebral or intracranial or subarachnoid) adj5 (haemorrhage$ or hemorrhage$ or haematoma$
or hematoma$ or bleed$)).tw.
5. hemiplegia/
6. (hemipleg$ or hemipar$ or paresis or paretic).tw.
7. 1 or 2 or 3 or 4 or 5 or 6
8. exp arm/
9. (upper adj3 (limb$ or extremity)).tw.
10. (arm or shoulder or elbow or forearm or hand or wrist or finger or fingers).tw.
11. 8 or 9 or 10
12. rehabilitation techniques/ or ”activities of daily living“/ or exp occupational therapy techniques/
13. movement/ or motor activity/ or ”range of motion“/ or ”recovery of function“/
14. occupational therapists/ or physiotherapists/
15. exp physical therapy modalities/
16. physical therapy speciality/ or occupational therapy speciality
17. exercise/ or exercise movement techniques/ or exercise therapy/
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18. movement/ or motor activity/ or ”range of motion“/
19. ”task performance and analysis“/ or applied kinesiology/
20. exp physical education/ or exp motor skills/
21. psychomotor performance/
22. (rehabilitation or recovery of function or physiotherap$ or physical therap$ or exercise$ or movement$ or motor activit$ or
occupational therap$ or activities of daily living or adl).tw.
23. ((bilateral or bimanual) adj5 (train$ or retrain$ or facilitat$ or function$ or activit$)).tw.
24. ((mirror$ or coupled) adj5 movement$).tw.
25. or/12-24
26. 7 and 11 and 25
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External sources
• Big Lottery Fund, UK.
D I F F E R E N C E S B E TW E E N P R O T O C O L A N D R E V I E W
The protocol stated that trial authors would be contacted to provide additional details relating to aspects of their studies. We did not
contact authors to obtain any missing information.
The protocol stated that we would search OT Search. Following advice from the Cochrane Stroke Group Trials Search Co-ordinator,
we did not do this because this database now requires a subscription.
The protocol stated that we would identify and handsearch relevant journals and conference proceedings that had not been searched on
behalf of The Cochrane Collaboration. We did not identify any relevant journals and therefore did not carry out any handsearching.
The protocol stated that we would exclude any studies that used assistive technologies such as robot-devices. We changed this to exclude
studies which investigated assistive technologies as active treatment, but include studies that used assistive technologies as an adjunct
to both the bilateral training and control intervention.
At the protocol stage we did not state that we would separate upper limb functional outcomes into arm and hand outcomes or that
we would separate motor impairment outcomes into motor impairment scales, temporal outcomes, spatial outcomes and strength
outcomes. We have explained our reasons for doing this in the text.
I N D E X T E R M S
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)
∗Recovery of Function; Activities of Daily Living; Arm; Motor Activity; Paresis [∗rehabilitation]; Randomized Controlled Trials as
Topic; Stroke [physiopathology; ∗rehabilitation]
MeSH check words
Adult; Humans
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